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Reviewing 2010: Governance
Issues and Events
By Peter Kimemia

T

he year 2010 was the second year of the Zuma administration and therefore
marked the immediate post-honeymoon period during which its
performance was undoubtedly going to be under severe scrutiny. It
was also the year that South Africa
played host to the rest of the world
during the World Cup soccer spectacle. It was an eventful year that
saw promises being broken left,
right and centre by the political leadership and more new
ones being churned out in equal measure. Allow me, therefore, to take you down the short memory lane and outline
some of the key events that shaped our lives for better or
worse during 2010, the year that was.

TAS: A dance around Mt Sinai
Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA)
Department was the author of most of the ‘great expectations’ at local government level. After telling all and sundry
that our local government was in shambles, the department,
like a seasoned Sangoma cobbled up what it told to everyone who cared to listen that it would be the antidote to the
near complete collapse of municipalities and outright dismal
service delivery performance. For good measure and supposedly for dramatic effects the way out was dubbed the Turn
Around Strategy (TAS) and had the heroic requirement that
each municipality would be expected to craft one by the end
of March 2010. I am not sure how many municipalities managed to put together a respectable document that could pass
as a draft strategy, let alone a TAS. It is indisputable, however, that we needed a general TAS a couple of years ago testimony to the fact that in spite of all the good intentions,
Project Consolidate which had been implemented only some
four odd years earlier had largely been a flop. So, to many in
civil societies and the general public, a credible intervention
however belated was a welcome initiative. After all, what
government presented as an honest self-review was informed
by a collection of submissions, research reports, write-ups of
civil society seminar proceedings as well as newspaper opinion pieces. It was an eleventh hour subtle acknowledgement
that repeated claims by government that all was well in local
government was totally misleading. Critics had been right all
along, but government had stubbornly resisted the ‘unsolicited’ counsel to act before things went out of hand.
So, it was a good idea to contemplate TASs for municipalities and the process looked good on paper, but in practice,
as is the case with our numerous policy frameworks, there
is always a disconcertingly huge schism between intent and
practical application. A primary point made in the analysis of
the state of local government in 2009 was the reiteration of
the crucial importance of participatory processes that reflect
multi-stakeholder inclusion in governance and development.

However, this important element of the TAS was promptly
set aside and technocratic solutions quickly enjoined to ensure that the strategy documents were produced merely in
line with the set deadlines. Chances are that in cases where
municipalities came up with strategy documents, such ‘blueprints’ are not reflective of broad consultation and participation of the general public and other stakeholders. It is business as usual, government talked to and with itself and made
feeble attempts to legitimise the process by informing a few
stakeholders of its intentions and then went ahead to craft
TASs, or contract consultants to do so. In our view, government elected to pass on a grand opportunity to turn a
page and re-write the script. Unfortunately, it is not entirely
‘sharp’ to do more of the same thing and expect different
results. The good intentions (if there were) have seemingly
only managed to pave our way to a governance hell. We executed the TAS badly and the tragedy of it all is that we
will, while it is back to business as usual in the municipalities,
live for another couple of years under the illusion that we are
turning around while in actual sense we are paradoxically on
an aimless trek around Mt Sinai which adds no value to our
desire to reach Cannan.

Amendments to the Municipal Systems Act
Still for the benefit of the consumers of public services at
the local level, some useful suggestions were made towards
the amendment of the Municipal Systems Act. The amendments sought to streamline municipal governance by, among
other things, addressing the dicey question of political party
office bearers holding positions in municipal administrations.
Theoretically, the removal of such characters from the management structures of our municipalities should enhance
fairness and impartiality in the conduct of municipal affairs.
Other elements under review in the Act sought to ensure the
appointment of qualified and competent Municipal Managers
and Senior Managers directly accountable to them, requiring
that councilors be surcharged for wasteful expenditure as well
as the preclusion from appointment of employees fired elsewhere on account of verifiable misconduct. The downside to
the propositions was that they offered no relief for municipalities already under leaderships
mired in the kind of mess that
Critics had been
the amendments were intending
to fix. Clearly, though the proright all along, but
posals are positive, they may be
fatally constrained and unable
government had
to unravel the political culture
stubbornly resisted
that informs the prevailing challenges in municipalities. Some
the ‘unsolicited’
of these can only be sorted out
through pragmatic political di- counsel to act before
rectives and decisions. The atthings went out of
tendant political costs should
not hold us captive to practices
hand.
that are evidently ruining municipal governance.
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Draft Traditional Leadership and
Governance Framework Bill
This piece of legislation was meant to help resolve contentions regarding the role and place of traditional leadership
under the democratic dispensation. The Bill gives recognition to the institution of traditional leadership as an organ
of the State with a role to play in the country’s governance.
However, it is still not yet that clear even among senior bureaucrats as to what role the traditional leaders should be
playing. There are also concerns over the entrenchment of
gender inequality and the added complication to the land reform question. Overall, democracy is much the poorer under
this law and women will be worse off in spite of the rhetoric
counseling otherwise. We are still in the high seas regarding how to cobble-up a harmonious working relationship between the two sets of leadership that exist in some of our
rural areas, without redefining democracy to the detriment
of citizens and subjects as Mahmood Mamndani would caution.

Political Shenanigans and Cold-Blooded Eliminations

Image by © Umusoto (Flickr)

In national governance, our terrain has been characterised by
what Richard Pithouse rightly views as an upsurge in xenophobic and ethnic politics, social and religious conservatism,
trade union militancy and the emergence of vibrant poor
people’s movements like Abahlali baseMjondolo “who have
questioned both the economic and political basis of the liberal consensus.” Our frustration with the spiraling crime has
led us to contemplate militarising the police services to disastrous effects on human rights and marginal improvement in
overall safety. None of these trends can be adjudged as being positive and although some were as a result of long-term
processes, they certainly became more prominent in 2010 as
people started comparing the rhetoric of change as expressed
by the new Zuma administration with their experiences on
the ground.
But perhaps a more worrying trend that gained prominence
in 2010 was the blatant entrenchment of corruption and its
more ominous concomitants; an attack on the independent
media and the more bizarre culture of political assassinations.
Both of these have no place in a democracy and should never
be countenanced. It is in this context that the general harassment of journalists and the specific intention to change the
laws in order to curtail access to information is viewed as
an affront to good governance. While it is good to demand
accountability and ethical conduct all round, it is foolhardy
for government to muscle into law provisions aimed clearly
4
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at shrinking the democratic space and restricting reportage
on its excesses and sleaze. The officially stated aim of reigning control over rogue journalists and the protection of individual rights is just a façade to mask the political elite’s
desire to illegally stoop pretty at the feeding trough without
the unnecessary irritation of being exposed. Those applauding government for its ‘foresight’ and unflinching desire to
protect public interest will have a rude awakening once the
state has had its way on this one. In any case, the ‘public
hanging’ of the Scorpions (the precursor of the Hawks) was
ostensibly done in public interest, but there is no prize really
for guessing who profited most from the misadventure. Over
the past year, the sustained attack on the media has also
coincided with increasing spates of repression against social
movements struggling to keep the plight of the poor at the
centre of the national agenda.
In effect, the ruling elites while
rhetorically extolling the virtues
It is still not yet that
of a social democratic agenda
has been busy denigrating the
clear even among
same for all intents and pursenior bureaucrats
poses. The dubious prospects
of sliding into full political auas to what role the
thoritarianism can, therefore,
be said to have improved quite
traditional leaders
significantly over the past year.

should be playing as

While the hosting of the Soccer
an organ of the State.
World Cup extravaganza was
a resounding success and testimony of just how much we
could achieve if we put in a decent effort, some of the more
nasty offshoots surrounding the organisation of the event included a few assassinations that had to do with rent-seeking
skirmishes over tenders and outright corruption. Following
the murder of Mbombela’s Speaker, Jimmy Mohlala for
blowing the whistle against corrupt deals around the construction of the stadium in the municipality, 2010 saw the
deaths of SACP’s Dumisani “Bomber’ Ntshangase in June
and that of politician James Nkambule in October. In terms
of politically motivated murders, Mpumalanga seems to be
in pole position - a dubious distinction that is slowly creeping into other provinces including the Eastern Cape where
a businessman and Umkhonto we Sizwe veteran, Mthunzi
Nkonki was murdered in Duncan village for exposing alleged
corruption in the Great Kei Municipality. The latest person
to express fears for his life, as reported by the Daily Dispatch
in late November, is the former acting Municipal Manager
of the same municipality, Malawana Mkhohlakali, suppos-

whose greed for power and the
allure of opportunities to dispense patronage so huge that
they were not averse to acting
like the fabled people who went
to hunt, but had to abort the
mission after they disagreed
over who would take what. For
effortlessly running themselves
down, they disappointed even
the ANC!

Image by © Mirriam Mannak (Flickr)

edly over allegations of mischief around the same tenders
that appear to have done Comrade Nkonki in. The North
West province reportedly saw the murder of trade unionist
Moss Phakoe who was allegedly murdered for exposing fraud
in the province’s drought relief projects. All these examples
point to a firm determination by the corrupt to protect their
turf whatever it takes, even if by effecting what they regard
as the ultimate solution - permanently eliminating the ‘irritants’. There is real cause for worry - attempts at honesty
in the management of public resources are being rewarded
with violent deaths and our criminal justice system is seemingly not eliciting the requisite trepidation in the minds of the
perpetrators of these vices. Already as confessed by Minister
Pravin Gordhan government is investigating pilferage of public resources to the tune of a whopping R25 billion. This wanton leakage of public revenue is facilitated by and benefits
ravenous politically connected individuals. We are neck-deep
in the sludge of crony capitalism - the woefully destructive
type.

Party Hopelessly Not Coping
At the beginning of the year we hoped that we would get
something very positive to report regarding our political
parties and prospects for slightly even political contests in
future elections. Unfortunately, people’s hopes in the likes
of the Congress of the People (COPE) were dashed in the
most dramatic fashion. The tragi-comical intra-party duels
that obtained in the party right from the beginning of the
year reminded one of the Julius Malema’s derisive dismissal
of COPE as “a group of angry people” during the party’s formation. Accusations of impropriety and undemocratic tendencies between the party heavy weights; Mosioua Lekota
and Mbhazima Shilowa and the numerous sojourns to the
courts must have left Luthuli House a little dismayed with
just how quickly the presumed competition was collapsing
and denying them a chance for some decent political brawls
in future elections. Seemingly, while the Cope leadership was
happy to continue coping with what is being dished out by
the ANC, they evidently cannot cope with each others’ guts.
At last check, Cope had split straight down the middle and
Phillip Dexter and Onkgoposte JJ Tabane (who had just resigned from the Party) were at each others’ necks over who
was to blame for the failure of the Party to cope. Sometimes
intelligent people do some really darn things. My informed
suspicion, though, is that Cope was done-in by characters

How about we see
an even broader
opposition Alliance
that gives the ANC
a wake-up call ahead
of its Centenary
celebrations?

Not to worry, though, for the
ANC because one of the interesting nuptials that happened in
the Western Cape involved the
Independent Democrats (ID) of Patricia de Lille and Helen
Zille’s Democratic Alliance (DA). This political Alliance
should be viewed as a positive development if it can offer
a credible competition to the ANC. Our opposition parties
have been giving the grand old ANC a bad name; a beneficiary of a monolithic system devoid of any political competition to write home about. How about we see an even broader
opposition Alliance
that gives the ANC
a wake-up call ahead
of its Centenary celebrations? The starting point should,
however, be the internal democratization of all these pretenders to the throne
followed by a thorough review of the
parties’
ideologies
and policies in order
to arrive at mutually
acceptable positions.
To avoid the drama
Image by © Democratic Alliance (Flickr) of the ‘nights of long
knives’ and to help
save the politicians
from themselves, conduct electoral primaries that involve ordinary voters to determine who the leaders of such an outfit
would be. It’s more complex than this, of course, but you
need to start listening to other people as well! Please help
make the ANC to work better for All or provide a better option. This is one of the ways by which we can contain the
mounting arrogance, corruption and unresponsiveness to
peoples’ grievances. It is your democratic obligation.

Signing off
Finally, its Christmas again ... a time when besides beseeching you to do everything practically possible to stay alive and
protect others, we equally urge the revisiting of the spirit of
giving, caring, having a sense of what is enough and spreading goodwill all round. Perhaps this can buoy us into a new
year, 2011, of better governance practices with minimal avarice (if it must exist), less violence and a host of new opportunities for all. Merry Christmas!
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Exploring the Pattern of
Expenditure in Government
Departments
By Nontlantla Skenjana

I

n the midst of the rioting of
communities, the dissatisfaction
of civil servants, the pressure of
delivering services to the poor on
government, it is common to hear
that there are insufficient resources
to deliver the desired services or to
meet the demands of the personnel. This is normally clouded by the
widely known fact of departments
taking money back to Treasury at
the end of each financial year, raising suspicion of whether the monies being returned would
not have been better used in delivering services to the poor.
This paper seeks to explore the patterns of expenditure in
government departments and identify areas for intervention
by the officials.
Cloete (1995:39) argues that it would be inappropriate to
break the relationship between the budget and service delivery. He further argues that once government appropriates
resources that are insufficient, it is tantamount to a breakdown in service delivery. This argument thus agrees with the
common theory that funds not spent equal to service delivery
denied. Civil activists even go further to say service delivery
delayed is equal to service delivery denied. This argument
arises from the fact that access to basic services is a right enshrined in the constitution and thus it is justice. The acceptable percentage of under spending in accounting processes
is 2%, however this 2% may amount to millions that have a
potential to improve the lives of the poor.
The PFMA provides the official legislative mandate for all
financial matters with its responsibilities outlined in Chapter
13 of the Constitution. The key words that arise in its main
objective include regulate, efficiency, effectiveness and provide responsibilities (Republic of South Africa: 1999). It drives
the regulation of public finance management and reporting
in an inseparable relationship with the strategic planning,
performance review and reporting frameworks. It establishes
the process that should be followed throughout the financial or budget cycle from the multi-year budgeting system,
standard chart of accounts, monthly in-year monitoring, performance monitoring, expenditure and revenue management
and reporting. These regulatory measures are in agreement
with the International Standards set by the Public Sector
Commission and the International Auditing Standards.
These reforms in the public sector seek to ensure that there is
financial accountability between government and the social
6
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citizens. This accountability relates to ensuring that resources are managed efficiently and effectively responding to needs that
have been highlighted through
a public participatory process
whether through stakeholder
It would be
engagements or the election process. Because of the history of the
inappropriate
country, the inequality between
to break the
citizens becomes a glaring service
delivery challenge. While the mirelationship
nority that has access to services
between the
has been vocal when services are
poor to the extent where in some
budget and
communities they withhold rates,
there are destitute communities
service delivery.
which are continuously victims of
backlogs in the provision of housing and poor service delivery in

health and education, hence reference will be made to these
three departments.
Nationally, the performance of departments has shown significant improvements when analysing reports from 2007 to
2009. This can be attributed to the strict standards adhered
to by SCOPA, but also the conditions that are upheld by national departments in issuing conditional grants to provinces
and municipalities through Transfers and Subsidies. National
Departments are the policy drivers, providing the necessary
support and playing an oversight function to provinces and
municipalities for service delivery. Although they are not
directly responsible for infrastructure delivery, they divert

ing of funds between the programmes and expenditure items
with the Rental and People’s Housing Process Programme
losing out on R 20 billion. With the high levels of dissatisfaction regarding RDP housing and the social unrest related to
housing delivery, it is a concern that the more resources are
diverted to media campaigns. The fruits of the campaigns
are yet to be seen.
The Department of Education has been able to stay below
the threshold of under-spending at an average of less than
1%. The greatest allocations from the department were subsidies to higher education institutions, the National Student
Financial Aid Scheme and the National School Nutrition
Programme (NSNP). This is one of the Departments that
have continuously under-spent on compensation of employees, which was attributed to high staff turnover and the inability of the department to fill vacant positions that are
funded. A significant portion of the department’s mandate
rests on human capital and the monitoring and evaluation of
interventions which is a serious service delivery challenge. The
highest under-spending in the department related to Systems
Planning and Monitoring at
41.5%, however, the department claimed that this was attributed to delays in implemenThere are destitute
tation of programmes, lengthy
communities which
consultation processes and suppliers submitting invoices late.
are continuously
However it should be noted
victims of backlogs
that the same programme made
a virement at the adjustment
in the provision of
budget to other programmes
and that the Department has
housing and poor
also been rolling over funds due
service delivery
to similar reasons.

in health and

their resources through grants, subsidies, transfers and their
public entities and as a result incur limited expenditure on
capital assets. However, in the 2007/08 financial year, the
Department of Public Works recorded the highest levels of
under expenditure at 9.8%; although the following year, the
Department of Water Affairs had the highest percentage at
7.2%.
In year 2007/08, the Department of Housing recorded an
under expenditure of 4.4% equivalent to R395.6 million,
which decreased in 2008/09 to 0.1%, while the Department
of Health has consistently under spent more than R300 million in both periods at an average of 2.45%. In both periods,
the Department of Housing drastically increased their communications budget relating to a media campaign around
Breaking New Grounds. This resulted in virements1 and shift-

Provincially, the performance of
Departments is much more woreducation.
risome in that, according to the
Auditor General’s reports, only
a few departments had unqualified reports. The Department of Housing in year 2007/08 received a qualified report while the Department of Education
and the Department of Health had an adverse opinion. In expenditure, the Department of Health made a number of virements while the department also requested large rollovers to
the following financial year. This also continued in the following year, although there was less shifting of funds and
virements. The capital expenditure on the General Hospitals
Programme was under-spent by 20%, while in the Provincial
Hospital Services programme only 33% of the funds allocated
were spent in Machinery and equipment. The District Health
Services also released significant portions of its capital assets budget through virements. These two programmes are
core programmes in the department. This under expenditure
is also reflected at national level; it is argued that it is a result
of challenges around the Hospital Revitalisation Programme
and some technical challenges on the purchase of machinery
and equipment.
It has been argued that the inability of Departments to spend
their budgets is a reflection of capacity issues and the lack of
political will within the Departments (Cosatu: 2007). Majoe2

1. Virements are transfers between programmes within a department legislated by the PFMA during the adjustment budget. The shifting of funds relates to transfers between expenditure items as per the
PFMA Rollovers relate to transfers between financial years as per the PFMA mainly used for major expenditure projects.
2. Nachi Majoe: Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Liberty http://www.eumunicipaloutreach.org.za/
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argues that poor planning and
a lack of technical skills is the
reason for under-spending in
Provincially, the
departments. These arguments
may be true in view of the findperformance of
ings of the Auditor General in
the provincial Departments. It
Departments
seems in all three Departments
(Housing,
Health
and
is much more
Education) there are serious
worrisome in that, challenges in recording financial information and in keeping
according to the
organisational documentation.
With specific reference to the
Auditor General’s
Department of Education, the
General is critical of the
reports, only a few Auditor
internal controls being exercised
in the Department, the lack of
departments had
a paper trail, misallocation beunqualified reports. tween accounts of expenditure
and high under expenditure on
Transfers and Subsidies and
capital expenditure. This impairs the performance of the Department and leads to unreliable decision making and public information being issued.
Similar concerns have also been observed in the Department
of Health, but including significant flaws in procurement processes, overstating of capital expenditure and understating
of under expenditure, the duplication of payments to service
providers and overpayments to old staff members.
This analysis shows a complexity of the internal problems
that may contribute to the low service delivery levels. It is
clear that there is a gap in the planning processes that may
be partly attributed to the multi-year incremental budgeting approach where officials do not necessarily engage in an
activity-based budgeting process thereby avoiding allocating
resources to items, sub-programmes or programmes that will
not be able to use them leading to the need for transferring
funds across.
The consistently high levels of roll-overs, virements and shifting of funds, shows that more could be done in aligning the
budget to the operational plans at planning phase. The above
mechanisms have become an operational activity whilst they
were designed to be interventions in cases where unforeseen
circumstances arise during the financial year. The continuous
rolling over of funds creates a precedence of delayed service
delivery that cannot be attributed to scarcity of resources
and thus an unfair disservice to the poor.
There seems to be a need to improve the technical skills of
finance personnel in carrying out their activities and also in
understanding the auditing processes. It is unacceptable that
service providers are paid twice for the same service and this
reflects a weakness in the payment systems. Whether this is a
result of human error or an override of controls, it needs to be
explored. Procurement is a crucial and sensitive area in gov-

Image by (c) SAEP Cape Town (Flickr)

ernment with progressive legislation guiding all processes.
However, the consistency of unauthorised expenditure shows
the weaknesses of the control environment. There are cases
where officials are going beyond their delegated authority in
approving payments or appointment of service providers. The
use of section 16 of the PFMA (procurement in emergency
cases) may be another cause for the unauthorised expenditure and perhaps departments need to define emergency at
departmental context. The presence of irregular expenditure
confirms the lack of political will to comply with applicable
legislation. This contributes to the flawed procurement processes, which at time cannot be stopped because of political
interference.
These weaknesses are detrimental to service delivery, especially
It has been argued in provinces like the Eastern
Cape whose population is very
that the inability
poor and rural. It thus calls for
activism within civil soof Departments to serious
ciety in the arena of advocacy to
accountability, transspend their budgets promote
parency and ensure that the required services are delivered to
is a reflection of
the public. It is also up to the
capacity issues and public service to be empowered
through technical training to
the lack of political support the knowledge-based
training provided by government
will within the
departments. There also needs
to be a way of enforcing responDepartments.
sibility in the financial management personnel. However, there
is a great need for political leadership and guidance in public sector activities. Perhaps the
suggestion to give greater powers to the Auditor General and
Standing Committee on Public Accounts will go a long way
in restoring public confidence in the public finance management system.

References: 1 Auditor General. 2010. PFMA General Reports. www.agsa.co.za. Accessed on 20 November 2010 2. Cloete, J.J.N. 1994. Public Administration and Management. JL van Schaik Publishers.
Pretoria 3. Eastern Cape Department of Health. Annual Reports. www.doh.ecprov.gov.za . Accessed on 10-23 November 2010 4. Eastern Cape Department of Housing (Human Settlements). Annual Report
2008/09. Accessed on 10-23 November 2010 http://echousing.ecprov.gov.za/modules/documents/Annual%20Report%202008_09.pdf 5. Nachi Majoe: Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Liberty, http://
www.eumunicipaloutreach.org.za/ 6.Republic of South Africa. 1996. The Constitution. Government Printers. South Africa 7.Republic of South Africa. 1999. Public Finance Management Act. www.treasury.
gov.za. Accessed on 14 November 2010. 8 Republic of South Africa. Departmental Annual Reports. www.info.gov.za. Accessed on 10-23 November 2010 a.Department of Housing Annual Report 2007/08
b. Department of Health Annual Report 2007/08 c. Department of Education Annual Report 2007/08 d.Department of Housing Annual Report 2008/09 e. Department of Health Annual Report 2008/09
f. Department of Education Annual Report 2008/09 9. Articles: a. http://apha.confex.com/apha/129am/techprogram/paper_30183.htm b. http://www.cosatu.org.za/docs/pr/2007/pr1129b.html
c. http://www.allbusiness.com/accounting/budget/236463-1.html
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The Role of the Youth in
Participatory Democracy
By Kwandiwe Kondlo

L

et these things be examined,
let them be debated not only
for us but for generations to
come. For despite of our sense of
self-importance and pride, we are
all just a passing phase. The Youth
is also a passing phase and can
hardly claim to represent a particular historical force. It is a lie
that the Youth of today, as represented by the Youth League of the
ANC represents the historical force
of the Youth League of Mziwakhe Lembede, AP Mda and
Nelson Mandela. Without an identifiable programme, but
only snippets around controversial programmes such as the
nationalisation of mines, we cannot fully count on this Youth
as the seedbed of the democracy to come.
Getting back to the subject - speaking of the Youth, what
does one mean? To speak of the Youth is to speak not only of
the future of a people or of a nation, but it is to speak of hope;
it is to speak of the very ‘soul’ of a nation. Hope, as Paulo
Freire (2008) indicates, is an ‘ontological need that demands
an anchoring practice’. It requires a realistic practice for it to
become edifying; for it to become ‘historical concreteness’.
The ‘soul’ of a nation, on the other hand, infers the very seat
of power; the wholeness of essence and the propelling drive
to higher levels. This underlines the weight of meaning and
the depth of value the Youth carries in a nation and to its
people. Soren Kierkegaard in his book, ‘Either/Or’ indicates
that he prefers speaking to the Youth for with them there
is hope that they grow to become rational beings. This he
said in the early 1800s, which shows the great hope attached
to the Youth throughout generations of scholarship and
throughout generations of human existence. The theme ‘the
role of the Youth in participatory democracy’ invokes both
the ‘performativity’and the ‘constantive’ (Derrida,2002) attributable to that section of society seen as young, fresh, capable and full of life - the Youth. But the question is: are we
betting on the right horse? Are we throwing the weight of our
expectations and hope where it deserves to be thrown?
This is a very complex subject - the horizon of truth is difficult to reach, but the bottom of despair is not distant. The
Youth, our children, have made us wonder where it all went
wrong - is it with the mode of our politics of national liberation? Is it with us - by failing to live up to the challenge of
moral example? Is it the ubiquitous post-modern materialist
culture? Is it the age we are in, as humanity - Eric Habwam
(2006) calls it the age of extremes or is it simply an intergenerationally transmitted ‘curse’? Perhaps it is a combination of all these elements, but most importantly the concept
and life of marriage and family now faces challenges, given
the changed conditions of modernity and the ‘return of history’. The changed conditions of modernity are manifested

through the demands for reflexivity one finds in every social
space - in marriages, the demands for freedom of choice and
the space to be ‘own self’ are threatening stability - it demands that men begin to truly treat and regard their spouses
as equals and give them the space and support they need.
So do children and Youth demand their voice and serious
consideration of their views. The foundations of orthodoxy in
the family space are crumbling and without orthodox foundations, what do we lean on? This is the question I won’t
venture to answer. But I can invoke the works of Michael
Foucault on modes of subjectivation and ‘technologies of
the self’ to indicate the importance of conscientization and
teaching, of course without impositions, of values that could
fashion the ‘self’ to attain lofty goals through a modest life of
self-discipline, dedication and commitment.
These are values which should define the family foundations,
values which the Youth can carry into the political sphere.
This brings to the fore the importance of foundational years
of the child in the family before he becomes Youth. But when
talking about the family we must not be romantic, there are
realities we need to understand and confront. These include
the fact that the conventional family as we have known it
is being discredited by the fact that it has tendencies which
foster and sustain gender inequality where women are expected to be subordinate to and
financially dependent on men,
and where women’s place is
thought to be the home. Also,
A ‘deserving
the model nuclear family, which
the Government inadvertently
youth’ is the
upholds and promotes, is gradukind of youth
ally giving way to other family
types, such as lone-person famithat embraces
lies, polygamous family models
and single-parent families. These
the ethic of
kinds of families are likely to
breed different kinds of children
compassion
who become the Youth of tomorrow, unless they are united by
and the ethic of
values and these values need to
respect.
be the values of society at large.
This is where the notion of an
ethical society and ethical public
leadership instilling values our
children can emulate becomes important. This is how as a
society, as various kinds of families, we can set the foundation for the ‘construction’ of a deserving Youth. This is a new
kind of ‘youth’ South Africa needs to preserve its heritage
and future. A ‘deserving youth’ is the youth that is conscious
of its dignity and destiny; it is a youth that has gotten right
the essentials of life’s philosophical strategy and is therefore
able to both discover and fulfil its mission; it is a youth that
has gotten to know the spiritual value embedded in emancipatory praxis and that freedom consists of discipline and self| DECEMBER 2010
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less service to others. Most importantly, a ‘deserving youth’
is the kind of youth that embraces the ‘absurd;’ by this I refer
to the ethic of compassion and the ethic of respect. But the
question is how to fracture a new constructive spirit; how to
invoke a new awakening and levels of critical consciousness
that are commensurate with the challenges that our democracy faces, amongst the ranks of our youth.

Dealing with Conceptual Issues
Can one define the Youth? The definitions of who the youth
is on the African continent, of which South Africa is part,
are so many, wide and varied depending on country-specific
contexts and, in some instances, applicable legislations. The
problems with the notion of ‘youth’ is that it sometimes conveys the impression that “it represents a trans-historical and
trans-cultural category,” whereas the “concept of youth is not
universal in range or nature,”
hence the “cultural meanings
The role of the youth and social attributes ascribed
to youth vary” (Fokwang 2007:
in South African
308). But there is a developing
core in academic litpolitics is probably analytical
erature around which there is a
significant degree of consensus
as old as society’s
on what the term ‘youth’ inconstruction of the fers. Sussan Baller (2007:377)
quoting Deborah Durham,
characterises the notion of
‘youth’ as a social
the youth as inferring a “socategory.
cial shifter”, “something which
points to the relational context
in which young people define
themselves.” Whereas Jude
Fokawang (2007:308) argues
that the notion of youth as a social category “is a construction across time and space,” rather than a fixed and context transcendent category. As Linda Richter and Saadhana
Panday (2007: 293) put it, “the youth is essentially a comparative self-perception, arising within a social, economic
and cultural context. Young people are not only in transition, but youth itself is a transitional construct.” There are
of course legalistic, age-based policy definitions of youth and
these vary from country to country. “For example, Kenya
and Malawi define the youth as 15-30 years of age; Sierra
Leone, Ghana, Madagascar and Senegal as 15-35 and South
Africa as 14-35” (Richter & Panday 2007:294).
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The role of the youth in South African politics is probably as
old as society’s construction of the ‘youth’ as a social category. From the beginning of wars of primary resistance just after
1657, to the rise early African nationalism in the late 1860s,
to modern Nationalist movements as expressed in the formation of the ANC in 1912, to the post-1994 liberation project,
the youth in South Africa has always played an important
role, albeit the variations in scope and profiles of their role.
But the role of the ‘youth’ must also be underlined in areas
of collaboration with oppressor forces, counter-resistance
and counter-insurgency initiatives against ‘own’ people. The
‘Native garrisons’, the Native Corp’, the ‘Native Warder’,
etc., were partially constituted by the youths and all these
attest to instances of wilful collaboration by the youth in oppressive institutions of the colonial and apartheid era. I mention this because there is a tendency to romanticise the history of the youth in South Africa as though it was a history of
struggle against oppression and we forget to mention that it
is also a history of betrayal and collaboration with oppressive
systems. In other words, the youth is not one homogenous
block but is a very heterogonous social category in terms of
age, culture, and political outlook, hence the homogenising
assessments of its role are incorrect.

The Youth’s Role in Participatory Democracy in South
Africa: A Critique
We have a situation in South Africa where ‘effective’ youth
participation is visible among certain Youths of particular
political traditions. The ANC Youth League and ‘Young’
Communists in South Africa are now the visible representatives of the ‘youth’ of South Africa. As a result when we
talk about youth participation in democracy, we always refer
to the Youth in these two structures. We forget to indicate
that these are youth structures of a political majority party
and the majority party itself is not necessarily representative
of the whole people of South Africa. South Africa is much
broader, much more diverse to be expressed through one political party that happens to enjoy numerical majority. The
youth outside organised political structures - the youth in
village organisations, the youth in ‘cattle deep’ organisations, the youth in burial societies - tend to be marginalised,
or their voices not heard in matters of political participation.
The question is, how do we pull together the richness and
diversity of our youth in order to develop ‘a deserving youth’
that have something positive to contribute to our participatory democracy.
To elucidate my arguments about the role of the youth in
participatory democracy, I would like to use as an instance,
participation by the youth of Mvumelwano village, a small
rural location outside a rural town called Qumbu in the former Transkei. The reason why I use this approach is that
many theoretical generalisations one finds in the literature
lack reference to empirical instances in order to anchor the
analysis.
I have chosen the Mvumelwano location, because of the
research I did with Jeff Peirez (now based at Rhodes
University) in the Qumbu district in the early 1990s. This
added to research work I did with Colin Bundy (based in
Oxford University) in the late 1980s in this area. It is also
‘home’ territory to me and I have easy access to both written

and oral sources. The district of
Qumbu generally has a long history of violence. Predominantly
How do we pull
occupied by the Mpondomise
of Mhlontlo ka Myeki, the
together the richness tribe
areas was a battle-frontier durand diversity of our ing the Transkei rebellion in the
late 1800; it also witnessed the
Mpondomise rebellion against
youth in order to
the White domination, the
develop ‘a deserving anti-Deeping movement, the
movements against stock theft
youth’ that have
- widely called Tshisa-tshisa/
Ndawonye/ Makhulusomething positive Umfela
span. These movements were
started and led mostly by the
to contribute to
youth. One is likely to conclude
that Qumbu experienced one
our participatory
of the most enduring situations
of intergenerational transfer of
democracy?
‘historical grief’ and as a result,
the reproduction of conditions
of a violent youth culture. This
is one area where the phenomenon of a ‘non-deserving’ youth
can perhaps be clearly argued. The numbers of murders and
thefts by youths under the age of 25 years is illustrated in police records. The same youths also swell the ranks of the ruling party as supporters but they continue threaten the voices
of independent members of the community. The community
has virtually submitted to the rule of these youths, hence the
weakening of previously existing bonds of solidarity in this
community.
The moment of rupture in Qumbu politics and the politics of
the former Transkei started when the Holomisa-led homeland government agreed to have the remains of the Tembu
King Sabata Dalindyebo, who died in exile, reburied in a dignified way by the ANC at his Great Place in Umtata. Just
after that, the ANC and other liberation movements were
unbanned and Nelson Mandela was released from prison.
These developments animated rural local politics and the
youth in Mvumelwano literally took the battle for liberation
to the door steps of the local Headman, Mr Gwele. He became the epitome of oppression; not that this was true, but
it fed from perceptions and longstanding grounds of dissatisfaction with his rule in the village and allegation of corruption. Gwele’s councillors, his family and the entire network
of relatives were lumped together into one basket of enemy
forces. The youth-led struggle ransacked the village, which
led to serious shedding of blood. These youths claimed affiliation to the ANC Youth League and the havoc they inflicted
in the community appeared like it was done in the name of
the ANC. The political consciousness the youth brought into
the life of the Mvumelwano location is very good, but the
excesses of their political actions and moral conduct undermined whatever good intentions they had. This is despite the
interventions by senior local ANC members, who criticised
the youth for lack of discipline and disrespect for community
elders. The local ANC leaders themselves ended up a target of some factions of the youth who suspected them to be
‘agents’ of the local headmen and his group. In other words,
the youth disobeyed the interventions of the local ANC lead-

ership and continued to create tensions and disorder in the
community. The situation was eventually quelled by the intervention of law enforcement agencies. Mr Gwele, eventually resigned as headman and a pro-ANC youth headman,
took over. The situation resulted in the targeted pro-Gwele
group mobilising and joining a local PAC formation led by
members of the Mda and Madasa families. The latter were
dignified and credible people in the community and as a result their campaign, on behalf of the PAC during the 1994
elections, dented the ANC’s local level support in a way that
was never to be seen in subsequent elections. The indiscipline
of the ANC-aligned Youths, their lack of respect for elders
and political opponents in the run-up to the 1994 elections
and their involvement in acts of violence and thefts, created
a huge liability for the ANC at the local level, but at national
level the liability was effectively counter-balanced by Nelson
Mandela’s outstanding leadership capability and undoubted
integrity.
The point I am making is that the youth’s role from the very
foundational moment of democratic governance in South
Africa, was sometimes largely unguided, largely not informed
by a clear emancipatory concept and largely lacking discipline
and an ethic of compassion and respect. The community of
Mvumelwano has not recovered to date from the wounds inflicted over the 1989-1994 period. The bonds of communal
solidarity; the resources trust and the networks of kinship
still remain strained, hence the ever increasing levels of youth
criminality, early pregnancies and HIV/Aids. This is
a microcosm of the dynamThe youth’s role from
ics and character of the
wider youth role in particithe very foundational
patory democracy in South
moment of democratic
Africa. The role of the
youth in participatory degovernance in South
mocracy borders, to a large
extent, on protest politics
Africa, was sometimes
and dictatorship of the
majority. Of course, there
largely unguided,
are instances when the
country gets constructive
largely not informed by
inputs and interventions
from youth formations,
a clear emancipatory
such as the National Youth
concept and largely
Development Agency. The
initiatives of this particulacking discipline and
lar formation generate a
fair degree of hope, but it
an ethic of compassion
will take time to realise the
impact of its interventions.
and respect.
The challenge, however, is
how to extend the reach
of its programmes to the
deep rural communities and also broaden its services so that
it is not perceived as merely a constituency building intervention by the ruling party. This perception imposes a number of
limits to the various forums of public participation our government has created.
Kwandiwe Kondlo is the Senior Professor and Chair of Africa Studies
at the University of the Free State, Bloemfontein
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Traditional Leaders Grappling
For Relevance In a
Developmental Local State
By Zingisa Ngqongwa

D

uring the colonial and the
apartheid eras, the institution of traditional leadership
was sidelined and only became useful to the system when they were
exercising political control of their
communities at the behest of their
masters - the colonial government.
In the period following the establishment of South Africa’s new government in 1994 and the passing
of the Traditional Leadership and
Governance Framework Act in 2003, a great deal of attention
was focused on issues and questions over traditional leader’s
roles and responsibilities. Yet the broad deliberations that
ensued achieved very little in terms of clarifying traditional
leaders roles when it comes to the delivery of services in tribal
areas or the development in rural areas.
The role of traditional leaders was limited to mobilising their
communities to complement the efforts of the central government in the provision of services. However, following the
failure of the neo-liberal reform agenda, the role of traditional
leadership with regard to the provision of services at the local
level has come to occupy centre stage in development thinking on the continent. Local communities, through their chiefs
and other stakeholders are being called upon to play increased
roles in the development of their communities although the
dominant role is being played by the state. The state’s approach to service delivery is duly informed by the Municipal
Service Partnerships.
According to the ECA (2007), traditional leaders should play
the role of upholding the values and administer the affairs of
their communities. They are meant to work with municipalities to identify the needs of their community and be involved
in municipal affairs, including shaping IDPs (Integrated
Development Plans) and participating in service delivery.
They should also play a role in disaster management and
the promotion of indigenous knowledge systems. Traditional
leaders are meant to reject tribalism, promote peace, foster
social cohesion and contribute to the system of cooperative
governance.
National and provincial government departments may also allocate to traditional leaders roles in land administration, agriculture, administration of justice, safety and security, health,
welfare, arts and culture, tourism, registration of births,
deaths and customary marriages, and the management of
natural resources. Among other key interventions, traditional
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leaders should provide leadership in ensuring that communities utilise available land productively to increase agricultural
output and enhance food security so as to alleviate the challenge of poverty and underdevelopment in rural areas.
Chief Phathekile Holomisa, President of the Congress of
Traditional Leaders of South Africa (CONTRALESA) and
Chairperson of the SADC Council of Traditional Leaders,
argues that traditional councils are ideally placed to facilitate the delivery of services to rural communities. According
to him, the councils or their subsidiaries, the headmen, are
much closer to the people they serve. To this effect, the process of service delivery would greatly be facilitated if government departments and other organs of State established
offices and relevant personnel in the Council establishment.
Thus, rural citizens will be accorded the same rights and
privileges that their urban counterparts currently enjoy. In
the words of Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi, “We are the local
government.” Traditional authorities have a potential role to
play in ameliorating some of the administrative difficulties
that the poor in the rural areas encounter in their attempt
to access their entitlements, such as social security benefits
from State agencies (ECA, 2007).
However, as the case of
South Africa illustrates, the
State appears to have a different view with regard to
the integration of the two
structures of governance.
For instance, consistent with
his view of the complementary role of traditional leaders, the Executive Manager
of Traditional Leadership
and Institutions clearly had
in mind the idea of the coexistence of the two structures
as opposed to integrating
them. He outlined the essential features of the envisaged
partnership between the two
structures in the following
way:

The role of traditional
leadership with regard
to the provision of
services at the local
level has come to
occupy centre stage in
development thinking
on the continent.

• Municipalities and traditional councils sharing resources;
• Joint IDP compilation processes - including Local Economic
development plans and activities with municipalities;
• Allocation of functions to traditional councils through service delivery agreements by government departments;

• Traditional councils and municipalities identification of
community development needs in rural areas;
• Signing of service delivery agreements by traditional and
municipalities for certain services to be rendered by the
traditional councils;
• Constant sharing of information on matters of mutual interest; and
• Government departments having to allocate roles and
functions to traditional leadership in terms of legislation.
The Need for Structure
Sithole (2005) traces what is ‘traditional’ about traditional
leadership as something that ties their pragmatic social responsibilities to their citizens with the notions of identity
and moral responsibilities to their people. This essentially
means the interconnectedness of people and the shared responsibility for each other in ways that would be vulgarised
as nepotism in Western contexts. The African setting seeks
to be tied by identity rather than shying away from it, to
a point where joining a new traditional authority jurisdiction is regarded as expressing a
wish to be honorary related to
its people. After examining the
Traditional leaders operational circumstances of
traditional leadership, Sithole
should play the
concludes then that an appropriate approach to traditional
role of upholding
leadership would be to support
traditional leaders with relevant
the values and
tailor-made education and procedure or protocol formation.
administer the
Prioritise issues of land manageaffairs of their
ment with respect to forming
core focal areas for traditional
communities.
authorities. To establish a good
working relationship between
these leaders and the various
other departments whose work overlaps with roles of traditional leaders - even while the unresolved legislative matters
around inheritance of position and democratic election are
pending, and attempt to establish a system of accountability
in the traditional leadership system and procedural means of
accountability with various departments.

form of government, but also a more accessible, better understood, and a more participatory one. It is more accessible,
because it is closer to the subjects than any other system of
government. Subjects have more direct access to their leaders, because they live in the same village and because any
individual can approach the leader; decision making is based
on consensus, which creates greater harmony and unity. It
is transparent and participatory, because most people may
attend tribal meetings and express their views directly, not
through representatives. And lastly, harmony and unity prevail, because the interests of the tribal unit, rather than an individual or group of individuals, are pursued and expressed.
South African traditional leaders are adamant therefore that
they constitute local government and therefore require a
greater and more effective role in local governance. For example, on the question of public service delivery, the position
of the traditional leaders is that traditional councils are ideally placed to facilitate the delivery to rural communities. Thus
the councils or their subsidiaries, the headmen, are much
closer to the people they serve. They believe therefore that
the process of service delivery would greatly be facilitated if
government departments and other organs of State established offices and relevant personnel in the Council establishment, and in the process accord rural citizens the same rights
and privileges that their urban counterparts currently enjoy
(Mengisteab, 2006).
It is clear that there is continuing importance of the institution of traditional leadership in the social organisation of
African societies. While the resilience of the institution and
its attendant duality of the institutional culture in Southern
Africa has come at a cost in the form of tension between it
and existing state structures, the fact remains that the two
structures complement each other. This means that modernising influences such as formal education by chiefs and their
retainers have largely contributed to the resilience of the institution through renewed legitimacy. The state should assist
in the process of transformation by providing the required
resources and further training to enhance traditional leaders’
role in service delivery at the local level.

Having this form of structure may be valued because they
provide a sense of continuity and stability in an era of great
change. Williams (2004) suggests that they can serve as intermediaries to ensure that change occurs in an orderly and
familiar way. Yet at the same time, traditional leaders have
also displayed impressive flexibility, adapting to meet the
needs of the day in an effort to preserve or enhance their
position within local communities (Van Kessel and Oomen
1997: 561).
Keulder (1998) states that the institution of traditional leaders and its procedures of governance is not only a simpler
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Contemplating Ward CommitteesCivil Society Alliances:
Opportunities and Challenges
By Gugu Nuba Mgwebi

Introduction

T

he post-1994 South African
Government
committed
itself to instituting wideranging participatory processes in
the different spheres and institutions of governance in the country. The attempt to introduce participatory and direct democracy is
evident in the formation of institutions and processes at national and
provincial levels to participate in the planning processes and
policy formulation in government structures.
Municipal authorities, for example, are legally committed
to involving community organisations in the formulations
of budgets, planning and developmental priorities. The
Constitution of South Africa (Act 108 of 1996) obliges local
government to provide a democratic and accountable local
government and encourage the involvement of communities
and community organisations in the matters of local government.
Measures were introduced to entrench community participation and also to transform local government functions
emphasising development rather than regulations as under
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the previous dispensation. As a result developmental Local
Government is defined as “local Government committed to
working with citizens and groups within the community to
find sustainable ways to meet social, economic and material
needs and improve the quality of their lives” (RSA 1998, section B).
The introduction of a democratic dispensation in South
Africa in April 1994 brought the idea of public participation
in public affairs into the spotlight. Public participation, also
referred to as community participation, has been defined in
various ways by different people, and for a variety of reasons. The National Policy Framework on public participation
(2005) defines it as “an open, accountable process through
which individuals and groups within selected communities
can exchange views and influence decision-making.” It also
views it as a democratic process of engaging people in deciding, planning, and playing an active part in the development
processes that affect their lives.
The apartheid government created race-based municipalities
and suppressed participation by African, Indian and Coloured
communities in the governance processes. Under apartheid,
much of the power resided at the centre with local government being the lowest tier with a strict hierarchical structure.

Consequently, there was only minimal space for meaningful
public participation in decision-making processes.
Despite the various pieces of legislation supporting participatory democracy in local government, genuinely empowering participation is still lacking in most local municipalities.
There is a need to shift focus to explore and debate around
how the current approaches adopted by local municipalities
contribute towards promoting and bringing about peoplecentred participatory local governance.

The Introduction of Ward Committees
Since the new government took office, different expectations have been raised concerning policy on how government
should relate with and to the community. However, there is
a general agreement that participation is crucial to the success of local government development processes. Legislations
in local government made provisions for the establishment
of a system of participatory democracy at the local level in
the form of ward committees (Houston et al, 2001:206).
These ward committees were introduced in municipalities as
community structures to play a critical role in linking and
informing the municipalities about the needs, aspirations,
potentials and problems of the communities. They were established to form the bridge between local municipalities and
communities by facilitating proper communication. By working directly with the municipality, ward committees serve as
a cord that articulates the new system of local government
to the majority of the people, especially to previously disadvantaged groups.
Ward committees also have an important role to play in actively taking part and determining core municipal business,
such as Integrated Developmental Planning, Budgeting and
the Municipal Performance Management process. However,
there is a need to continuously review and identify whether
the committees have the necessary capacity and resources
required for them to perform their roles as community voices
or representatives. Furthermore, the ward committee structures need to be measured accordingly in terms of their effectiveness, their involvement in local government (identifying
whether they have played a significant role in promoting and
advancing citizen participation), and whether communities
have had enough space and whether there is an established
conducive environment for citizens to fully engage with the
municipality in development-related processes.

Challenges Facing Ward Committees
According to Oldfield (2008) ward committees face three
critical limitations:
1. The politics of representation.
2. The vagaries of councilor and party politics.
3. Structural limits to powers.
Representation and Vagaries of Councilor and Party Politics
The major concern is around how ward committees are
constituted. In various instances the ward councilor, being
the chairperson, usually has direct control in electing ward
committee members in line with political affiliations. Ward
committees, therefore, lack an independent voice and do
not represent the community, but are used as mere tokens
of party structures and politics. Community needs and aspirations are then not entirely served and, as a result, ward
committees, including councilors, fail to comply with their

political mandates, hence service delivery is severely affected.
Another challenge lies with the
relations between ward councilors and ward committees; often
communication between the
two is influenced more by interest in power relations and status
than community representation.
In other words, ward councilors
having influenced the selection
of particular ward committees
exercise power and demand conformity from these specific ward
committees.

Despite the various
pieces of legislation
supporting
participatory
democracy in
local government,
genuinely
empowering
participation is still
lacking in most local
municipalities.

Although ward committees
are positioned to represent the
broader community, their being
politically aligned and not fully
represented within the independent interest groups and sectors
poses a major threat in their
ability to fully represent the communities. There is a need
for ward committees to have an independent voice, uninfluenced by political agendas. It is important to shift focus and
strengthen the relations between ward committees and independent civil society formations as complimenting structures
rather than competing structures.

Structural Limits to Power
The Municipal Structures Act (1998) clearly explains that
ward committees have an essential role in giving advice to
ward councilors and receiving inputs from communities during
the consultation processes and forums. Within the Structures
Act, municipalities are given provisions to delegate certain
powers and duties to ward committees. Ward committees
also play an essential part in monitoring and evaluating the
municipal performance in their wards. However, they have
been given little or no space to perform their mandates as
suggested by legislation. Ward committee roles and responsibilities need not be limited to community engagements and
providing feedback, but be clearly defined and implemented.
Local municipalities have failed to identify ward committees
as part of the municipality and they remain excluded in council decision-making processes; this therefore hampers their
ability to become effective. As Oldfield (208:494) points out,
“ward committees are functionally challenged if there is no
explicit way in which ward committees’ concerns structurally
become part of council agenda. Bound by the political party
caucus processes and party structures, ward councilors often
sit lower in political hierarchies with proportional representation councilors shaping party decisions.”
Other challenges that affect ward committee effectiveness
range from limitations in terms of level of education, skills
and expertise; this includes lack of access to resources, such
as internet connections, computers to mention but a few.
Afesis-corplan (2003) noted that “without a proper understanding of the targets and indicators for developments as
set out in the IDP, and the ability to disaggregate these to
their own ward areas, ward committees cannot be expected
to provide any empirical feedback on municipal delivery strategies and performance.” A skills audit of 373 ward committee’s members in the Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality car| DECEMBER 2010
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Ward committees
are functionally
challenged if there
is no explicit way
in which ward
committees’
concerns structurally
become part of
council agenda.

ried by the project for Conflict
Resolution and Development
2008 (Bendle 2008) found that
only 34 of the members (9%)
had any post matric training or
qualification and 59 members
(16%) did not have a matric
qualification. These results reflect on a metropolitan municipality; it is likely that ward
committee members in rural
municipalities will reflect much
lower education and skills level.
Municipalities therefore need to
invest more towards capacitating both ward committee members, including ward councilors,
particularly on their intended
roles and responsibilities.

Promoting Partnerships With Other Structures
While it is acknowledged that ward committees are perhaps the most accessible forum for community participation, studies have repeatedly shown that this structure is not
adequately facilitated to play a meaningful role. Observers
have expressed the fear that ward committees have competed with, undermined or displaced other channels and spaces
for community participation at local level (Schmidt, 2008;
Oldfeild, 2008, Piper and Deacon, 2008). Municipalities
continuously demonstrate dependency on ward committees
when wanting to reach the communities; not much empha-

sise or focus is given to other civil society formations that
can strengthen the effectiveness of ward committees through
partnerships with municipalities. Afesis-corplan is currently
using this initiative through two sub-programmes (Ward Key
Performance Indicators and Civil Society Action Groups) under the Local Governance programme. Both projects are currently being implemented in Great Kei and Amahlathi local
municipalities. Ward committees and independent organised
civil society groupings are already in the process of working
together and the municipalities are responsive where people’s
needs and aspirations are concerned.

Conclusion
The South African Government has committed itself to instituting broad participatory processes in the different spheres
and institutions of governance in the country. As mentioned
earlier, attempts made by the state to introduce participatory and direct democracy are evident in the planning processes
and policy formulation of government structures. However,
local municipalities are not prioritising the involvement of
community organisations, including other interest groups
(beyond ward committees), in the formulations of budgets
and planning and developmental priorities as required by law.
It is clear there is a need for collective ownership of the development process and strengthened relations between ward
committees and independent civil society formations in the
promotion of meaningful engagements between local government and community members. Much attention needs to be
given to establishing strengthened communication strategies
that will enhance effective communication between municipalities and communities.
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An Emerging Funding Crisis For
South African Civil Society
By Noxolo Kabane

T

raditional funding sources
for
Non-Governmental
Organisations (NGOs) are
drying up and grants are being
reduced due to various factors.
Externally, the fact that South
Africa is viewed as a middle income
economy has resulted in decreased
funding opportunities. It has also
been noted that the inadequate
expenditure of funds by the South
African government has contributed to the decrease in donor funding. The recent economic recession has seen some funding organisations in the US merging to survive, just like their UK counterparts. Some have
indicated that they intend to focus on programmes that are
replicable regionally, say, in a number of countries within the
Southern Africa Developing Countries (SADC).
Internally, rising operating costs, mounting debts, and the
inability of some CSOs to sustain the same level of work
as they used to before are some of the challenges that are
worsening the crisis. The level of flexibility in doing work has
decreased tremendously. CSOs have to stick to the business
plans (funding proposals) as presented and agreed upon with
their funding partners. There is also a dearth of skilled employees as the State and other sectors continue to poach key
personnel from the NGO sector.
The period prior to 1994 is often regarded as having been a
robust period for civil society in South Africa. Not only did
many CSOs, particularly anti-apartheid organisations, have
definite direction and
purpose (most were
formed to fight an oppressive state and create a non-racial South
Africa); they also had
relatively easy access to
funds for carrying out
their objectives. The
apartheid regime
was regarded
as undemocratic and
illegiti-

mate, foreign donors saw CSOs as legitimate vehicles for
channelling funds to apartheid victims. The 1980s were seen
to have a plethora of CSOs that filled the service gap created by the apartheid state’s separate development policy,
and mobilised against apartheid. Ironically, the rapid growth
of civil society occurred in a highly constrained policy and
legal environment, which sought to control activities and
funding in the sector. Fundraising in the sector was strictly
controlled, largely by a number of laws. These laws were specifically aimed at curtaining the operations of anti-apartheid
organisations; they gave the government powers to decide
which organisations it would allow to exist in the legal framework. The Fundraising Act
(Act 107 of 1978), for instance, gave the minister of
social welfare and pensions
Donor support is
the power to prohibit the
predicated on the
collection of funds by a CSO
if s/he deemed that this was
notion that a strong
in the public interest, thus
introducing stringent politicivil society would
cal control over the process
demand a more
of obtaining a fundraising
number. Moreover, the prodemocratically
cess of procuring a number
was very complex; many oraccountable and
ganisations with relatively
transparent state, and
lower levels of expertise or
resources were unable to
lead to sustainable
comply with all the requirements (Kihato, 2001: 8).
good governance.
The nature of CSO-donor
relations in the past was
largely shaped by the apartheid government’s hostility towards anti-apartheid organisations. Many donors who were
sympathetic to the struggle channelled funding to CSOs
that claimed to support marginalised groups and promote
democracy. Partly as a result of this hostile environment,
the administration and expenditure of funds was not strictly
controlled; few recipient organisations were required to keep
books, undergo independent audits, or report back to donors
on how their money had been spent, as it was believed this
could expose those organisations to the attentions of the
state. Therefore, while some conditions were laid down, few
donors took steps to ensure that their funds were efficiently
used in practice, and had the intended impact.
In addition, the European Commission’s ‘easy and flexible’
approach to funding South African CSOs meant that the latter were exempted from the cumbersome and time-consuming procedures surrounding funding applications, project
proposals, and the monitoring of funded projects applicable
in other countries. Thus the relationship between donors
and civil society during apartheid was extremely flexible,
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An
organisation’s
ability to
develop
partnerships
with institutions
from other
countries is key
to operating in
the new funding
environment.

with donors adopting a highly accommodating attitude to local demands. Local actors certainly had
the upper hand in deciding which
organisations should be funded,
and how funds would be disbursed.
This relationship, characterised by
high levels of trust, was extremely
unusual. Not only was it unique to
South Africa; it has also become
an irregularity in post-apartheid
South Africa. Foreign donors preferred to empower CSOs that
either cushioned the blow of separate development policies, or mobilised against the apartheid state.
Funded activities and organisations varied greatly, from poverty
relief through education grants for
black South Africans to direct contributions to liberation movements
(Kihato, 2001:10)

In the recent past, drastic reduction in funding has had a
negative effect on both the government and civil society.
Government has no big problem weathering the storm.
However, the heavy reliance of civil society on foreign funds
means that it is more vulnerable than the government to
shifts in donor funding patterns. The financial insecurity
within civil society could affect organisations’ ability to influence policy processes and even lead to a drift away from the
core mission of NGOs as they struggle to survive.
Donor support is predicated on the notion that a strong civil
society would demand a more democratically accountable
and transparent state, and lead to sustainable good governance. The task for donors has been to identify those types
of organisations likely to play a key role in civil society and
those forms of support that could be directed toward them in
order to strengthen their capacity to participate in a vigorous
and effective manner (Biekart, 1998; Robinson, 1996; Van
Rooy, 1998).
International government institutions, like the European
Union, United Nations Development Programmes,
Swedish International Development Agency, United
States International Development Agency and the Danish
Development Agency, have opted to either stop funding
South African civil society organisations or to channel their
funding through South African government ministries by
way of bilateral or multilateral arrangements. Even so, funds
for such arrangements have been scaled down by some of
these institutions. These institutions refer CSOs to the South
African government for assistance.
There also seems to have been a distinct change in donor
attitude. Previously a donor may have questioned the appearance of a reserve on an organisation’s financial statements - taking that as an indication that the organisation

may not have an immediate need for further funding. Now,
there seems to have been an almost complete about-turn.
Increasingly, donors are enquiring after and insisting on information about an organisation’s plan for financial sustainability. The existence of a reserve may now in fact count in
an organisation’s favour when applying for funds or grants
on the basis that it shows that the organisation is likely to be
in existence for however long the project will last. It can also
indicate that the organisation is not entirely reliant on that
particular donor’s funding.

Conclusion
Increasingly, donor projects require cross-country comparisons, with a view to engaging countries within and among
regions around common issues, and identifying possible common learning experiences. Consequently, an organisation’s
ability to develop partnerships with institutions from other
countries is key to operating in the new funding environment. Foreign political donors tend to relate to ‘like-minded’
CSOs, which have similar ideologies and understandings of
democracy. They also relate specifically to formal organisations, not only because these have the capacity to understand and perform within donor bureaucratic frameworks,
but also because they have the ability to influence political
outcomes in a certain way.
CSOs in developed countries since the 80s have been shifting more towards operating with
cognisance of how they sustain
themselves. IIEC for example
contracts with the UK government and other governments
The more
in Asia to provide consultancy
activities by way of research and
serious
piloting concepts of energy conchallenge
servation and techniques. This
way it does not have to rely on
will be that of
donor funding. Some local NGOs
sustaining the
are however, trying hard to venture into the profit making secconsolidation of
tor with the objective of using
the surplus (profit) funds that
our democracy.
they make to take them through
periods when they would be low
on funding and where possible
to expand the scope of their programmes.
The obtaining scenario is, however, bleak for many NGOs.
In the short to medium term, many are likely to shut down
operations. The more serious challenge will be that of sustaining the consolidation of our democracy. As civil society
become weakened and even sink into oblivion courtesy of
dwindling funding and as opposition parties remain weak
and fragmented, chances are that more complacency will
creep into the ruling party, ANC and even more vices will be
conjured ... sadly, impunity will reign supreme.
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Grappling for Solutions to
Illegal Electricity Connections
By Gugu Nuba Mgwebi

T

he United Nations Centre
for Human Settlements
(UNCHS) global report on
human settlements in 1986 pointed out that between 30 and 60
percent of residents of most large
cities in developing countries live in
informal settlements.
South Africa has a high rate of
population growth that is impacting on the cities in the form of
burgeoning squatter camps and informal settlements (Saff
1993:235). South Africa's total population was estimated at
approximately 44 million in 1995, with estimates for annual
population growth for urban Africans ranging from 2.4% to
3.5%. The majority of South Africa's poor are African, as are
the majority of informal settlement dwellers.
In 1994, approximately 1.06 million households comprising
7.7 million people lived in informal settlements. Coupled to
this, an estimated 720 000 serviced sites provided by provincial legislatures under the previous government required
upgrading and 450 000 people lived in various, often inappropriate, forms of hostel accommodation (Republic of South
Africa 1994:9, South African Institute of Race Relations
1994:328,367, Barry and Mason 1997).
Buffalo City Municipality is but one of the cities faced with
a rapidly increasing growth of informal settlements. A concomitant of this is the emerging challenge of illegal electricity
connections in the informal settlement areas of Duncan village, Nompumelelo and parts of Mdantsane. Illegal connections not only threaten and take lives, but constitute criminal
actions that ordinarily attract legal prosecution if perpetrators are caught. A section of informal settlement dwellers in
South Africa has become notorious for its lawlessness. The
situation in these areas is increasingly becoming desperate;
residents are aware that electricity theft is a criminal act and
dangerous; however, they argue that they have no alternative.
Shack dwellers in Duncan Village state that promises to connect electricity in their wards have been made, but were never fulfilled. “Our ward councillor has been consulted on the
matter, but has failed to deliver on his promise. Our grievances are heard only when it is close to elections,” says Foster
Somgqezo a Duncan Village resident. The Duncan Village
shack dwellers claim that they are more than willing to take
the responsibility of purchasing electricity legally. However,
the municipality has not shown commitment towards improving the current situation in the area. The removal of illegal electricity cables is not enough, as reconnections occur
immediately after disconnections. The authorities need to

look into alternative energy mechanisms and prioritise development within these areas.
George Moll, of TS Electrical solutions based in East London,
is embarking on a proposed solution and is in the process
of mobilising resources towards electrifying informal settlement structures. His model does not dependent on the existing structure as informal settlements are usually unstable.
Furthermore, the solution is self-contained, tamper resistant
and safe. It will provide an opportunity to assist consumers
in establishing a physical address and access various transactions that require one, as well as assist the municipality in
tracking electricity theft.
Currently most countries rely on coal, oil, and natural gas for
energy. Fossil fuels, for example, are non-renewable, which
means they draw on limited resources that will eventually decline, becoming too expensive and environmentally damaging to retrieve. On the contrary, renewable energy resources,
such as wind and solar energy, are constantly replenished and
will never run out.
Most renewable energy comes either
directly
or
indirectly from the sun.
Illegal
Sunlight, or solar enconnections not
ergy, can be used directly for heating and
only threaten
lighting homes and
other buildings, for
and take lives,
generating electricbut constitute
ity, and for hot water
heating and a variety
criminal actions
of commercial and
industrial uses. The
that ordinarily
sun's heat also drives
attract legal
the wind, whose energy is captured with
prosecution if
wind turbines. The
perpetrators are
wind and the sun's
heat cause water to
caught.
evaporate, the water
vapour then turns
into rain or snow and
flows downhill into
rivers or streams; its energy can be captured using hydroelectric power. Another example would be the organic matter
that makes up plants, known as biomass. Biomass can be
used to produce electricity, transportation fuels, or chemicals. The use of biomass for any of these purposes is called
bio energy. These are just some of the many alternatives that
can be adopted as alternative sources of energy in rural and
peri-urban informal settlements.
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President Jacob Zuma in his State of the Nation Address
made a commitment that the government will ensure that
all households around the country are electrified by 2012.
However, the Address by President Jacob Zuma to the special President's Coordinating Council on Human Settlements
reported that “as of 31 March 2010, the total number of
households still awaiting electricity, including informal settlements, is estimated at more than three million. More than
150 000 houses are electrified annually. The national backlog
does not seem to decrease due to the increasing number of
informal settlements and houses that are built annually.”
Promises made by government remain ineffective if implemented in areas where there is inactive citizen participation
as well as poor ownership and understanding of governance
processes. In order to achieve participatory democracy, all
stakeholders need to commit fully to the realisation of their
respective mandates. If delivery is to be in line with South
Africa’s Constitution, citizens need to be aware that their
involvement and role is essential in monitoring the activities
of local council.
References: Address by President Jacob Zuma to the special President's Coordinating Council on Human Settlements; Presidential Guest House, Pretoria, 31March 2010 • Republic of South Africa 1994:9,
South African Institute of Race Relations 1994:328,367, Barry and Mason 1997 • Saff G 1996. Claiming a Space in a Changing South Africa: The "Squatters" of Marconi Beam, Cape Town. Annals of the
Association of American Geographers, 86(2), 235-255. Blackwell, Cambridge, Massachusetts • UNCHS (Habitat) (1987a), Global Report on Human Settlements - 1986, Oxford University Press, for UNCHS
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Evolving Mechanisms for
Combating HIV/AIDS: The Social
Development Dimensions
By Zingisa Ngqongwa

W

omen are disproportionately affected by the
Acquired Immunodeficiency
Syndrome (AIDS) epidemic in Africa,
which is also the region that accounts for 70% of the global burden
of the Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV) infection. Current HIV
prevention behavioural messages on
abstinence, be faithful and condom
use (ABC) promotion have had limited impact on HIV incidence rates
in women, especially in sub-Saharan Africa, where young
women bear the greatest HIV burden. The search for new
technologies to prevent sexually transmitted HIV infection
over the past decades has had limited success.
Evolving mechanisms for combating HIV/AIDS this year indicate that a new vaginal gel could reduce a woman’s risk for
HIV infection by half when used regularly. The gel, one of the
first designed to contain an antiretroviral drug, was tested
in a trial involving women from the KwaZulu-Natal province
of South Africa. The trial’s success has been great news in
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sub-Saharan Africa, where the number of women living with
HIV/AIDS now exceeds the number of infected men.
The new gel, which has been a groundbreaking development, was found to reduce
the risk of HIV infection by
39% in women who used it
In sub-Saharan
in about three quarters of
their sexual encounters and
Africa, the
by 54% in women who used
it consistently. The findings
primary methods
carry particular significance
of HIV/AIDS
given the discouraging results of earlier trials involving
prevention
other gels - among the most
notable recent failures are the
(ABC) have
2007 trial of a gel known as
only marginally
Ushercell and the 2009 trial of
PRO 2000.
reduced a
Unlike some of the first-generation vaginal gels developed, including Ushercell and

woman’s risk of
infection.

fective. That percentage might be achieved by adding more
tenofovir or getting women to use the gel more consistently.
In the study that was conducted here in South Africa, women used the gel only 60 percent of the time; those who used
it more often had higher rates of protection. The gel also cut
in half the chances of getting HSV-2, the herpes virus that
causes genital warts. Even partial protection is a huge victory that could be a good bonus, not just in poor countries,
but for couples anywhere when one partner has HIV and the
other does not have the virus.
However, while the gel is an important pharmaceutical advancement that studies show could protect four out of ten
women from contracting HIV, by no means is it the panacea
for a complex problem rooted not only in sexual behaviours,
but also in social and political structures that fail to protect women, particularly young women, from victimisation.
While others are positive about the new improvements, others are not very pleased with the results of the gel, especially
those who got infected with HIV while using the gel. Reason
for this may be the high risk people are still faced with, for
the gel is not a hundred percent cure for the virus and condom use is still emphasised, while quite a number of people
are still not making use of it. The gel, like other preventive
methods (ABC), is still targeting women.
Image by © mick y (Flickr)

PRO 2000, which were formulated with substances intended
to block HIV binding to epithelial cells in the vagina, the new
gel contains tenofovir, a drug capable of inhibiting HIV replication. It is the first of several antiretroviral-containing gels
to be tested in women.
In sub-Saharan Africa, the primary methods of HIV/AIDS
prevention (ABC) have only marginally reduced a woman’s
risk of infection. Thus, if the gel proves successful in larger
trials, it could mark a major breakthrough in HIV prevention, giving women the independent ability to protect themselves against infection.
“Tenofovir gel could fill an important HIV prevention gap
by empowering women who are unable to successfully
negotiate mutual faithfulness or condom use with their
male partners,” said study co-principal investigator, Dr
Quarraisha Abdool Karim, Associate Director of CAPRISA
and Associate Professor of Epidemiology at Columbia
University. “This new technology has the potential to alter the course of the HIV epidemic, especially in Southern
Africa where young women bear the brunt of this devastating disease.”
The results still need to be confirmed in another study according to the researchers, and the level of protection may
not be enough to win approval of the microbicide gel in
countries like the United States. But they are optimistic it
can be improved. It's the first time we've ever seen any microbicide give a positive result that scientists agree is true
evidence of protection.
It is said that for a gel or cream to be licensed in the US to
prevent HIV infection, it may need to be at least 80% ef-

Domestically and abroad, social conditions persist that
make women more susceptible than their male counterparts
to infectious disease. The power dynamics that relegate
women to increased vulnerability still play a role. In South
Africa, it might take the form of the young girl who gets
raped because it is believed that her purity will "cure" an
older male of infection. In the United States, it may be the
sexually exploited minor who was "turned out" at the age
of ten, and who will not be seen by a physician until she finally comes into contact with the juvenile justice system. In
both of these cases, and others like them, a vaginal gel alone
won't decrease her risk of infection.
The ability to know one's
status and exercise a full
The gel is by no
empowerment to protect
one's body from victimisameans the panacea
tion is a human rights issue
that is persistently viofor a complex
lated in many communities
problem rooted
around the world. This is
one of the reasons the ratifinot only in sexual
cation of the convention on
the elimination of all forms
behaviours, but also
of discrimination against
in social and political
Women remains so important. Economic and political
structures that fail to
empowerment, as well as education and adequate health
protect women from
care, are still key protective
victimisation.
factors and human rights
that when observed, will aid
in the effort to reduce the
physical and mental health
disparities that may be associated with or exacerbated by
the virus not just in Africa, but throughout the world. Let’s
make informed decisions.

References: www.capisa.org • UNAIDS, WHO, AIDS Epidemic Update (Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS and World Health Organization, Geneva, 2009). • www.britannica.com/blogs/2010/07/
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Red Tape and Its Eﬀects on the
Housing Process

By Thembi Mabula

T

he process of providing a
house to a beneficiary to
date remains entangled in
bureaucratic systems that require
various regulations and procedures
to be observed, resulting in unnecessary red tape and time loss. To
speed up the housing delivery process, strategic measures must be
applied to cut down the red tape.
According to Lance Del Monte
who is a town planner, project coordinator of housing projects and director of an organisation
called Metroplan, the passage of the entire housing process
is marred by bureaucratic delays in the form of new legislation and laborious regulations, particularly the National
Environmental Management Act, and authorisation has
become a tedious process due to unnecessary duplication of
policy processes. Accountability amongst officials in government offices both at local and provincial government is lacking, no urgency is exercised to fast track applications and
targets are open-ended.

off with the identification of land that is suitable for settlement. This process implies that the municipal town planner
checks through land zoned for human settlement and advises
where suitable land can be found in the city and produces a
layout plan. Whatever land is available might not be necessarily suitable for human settlement and therefore feasibility studies need to be conducted to establish if the identified
site is suitable. Feasibility studies are supposed to take about
four months, but most of the work pertaining to feasibility
studies is outsourced by most of the municipalities.

It is a fact that housing is not just providing a house as a building but it entails a process that can justifiably take about two
years to get to handover stage. What utterly dismays is that
this process now takes about six years. Under existing procedures in South Africa, two processes, namely Environmental
Impact Assessments (EIA) and Township Establishment, are
critical to the implementation of any housing development.
The duplication of effort and resources in subjecting projects to both planning and environmental assessment, when
the two processes increasingly deal with identical issues, is
wasteful.

To ensure that the project
will not pose health risks to
the people, the presence of
health hazard substances
is checked and lab tests are
conducted to verify if the land
does not have harmful toxic
substances dangerous to the
settlement. Quite important
as well are social feasibility
studies conducted to ensure
that all people affected by
the project are consulted,
including beneficiaries and
various
community-based
stakeholders so that they
give full support to the project. Then a business plan for

Pre-Construction Processes
Housing does not only refer to a house as a physical structure,
but encompasses different components that contribute to
make up a habitable environment. A lot of time is consumed
even before the project is implemented. The process starts
22
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Technical feasibility studies need to be conducted. The technical study entails a geological analysis of the land, soil condition tests, ground water table analysis and slope analysis.
Environmental feasibility studies are also conducted to ensure
that the project does not have a negative impact to the vegetation and animals, like destroying endangered species. An
EIA Certificate is issued by the Department of Environment
as authorisation that confirms that the project is environmentally acceptable. It is illegal to implement the project
without an EIA certificate. Therefore, it is an obligation for
township establishment to wait until this process is done.

It is a fact that housing
is not just providing
a house as a building
but it entails a process
that can justifiably
take about two years
to get to handover
stage.

the project is compiled and an expected budget drafted, so
as to source and secure funds for the project. According to
Ronald Eglin, a town planner working for Afesis Corplan, the
process of feasibility studies is unpredictable and it is never
clear whether it would be completed within planned time
frameworks, because it consumes so much time and other
resources therefore, in most cases supplementary funds to
substantiate costs have to be sourced by municipalities.
The business plan is submitted to the Department of Human
Settlements at the provincial housing offices. After considerations, they then approve funding for the project. The
national Department of Human Settlements makes funding
available for planning and land purchase within its housing subsidy programmes, but they would prefer it if other
sources of funding are used first before consideration is given
to using these funds. The national Department of Human
Settlements set up a national Housing Development Agency
(HDA) to assist municipalities, or to arrange for itself to purchase and access land for housing development. The agency
looks at ways of reducing the red tape involved in the whole
land development process. The HDA is expected to become
an important ally for the landless and homeless sector. It is
the responsibility of the municipality to set aside funds for
planning new land development projects. The municipality
should also set aside funds in its budget for the purchase of
land for development, including residential purposes (Urban
LandMark and Afesis Corplan, 2008: 29).

Construction Process
After the pre-implementation process, the project gets
implemented with all activities coordinated by the project
coordinator, who ensures that the project is developed according to schedule, within budget and done properly. The
implementation process involves the establishment of an urban settlement or township establishment. The process encompasses the surveying of project site, pegging of sites and
issuing of ERF numbers or site numbers, the demarcation of
boundaries and the registration of a township. This process
should ideally take about 2 months. Then the site is serviced,
a process that ushers in the initial physical infrastructure,
like roads, water systems and sewerage infrastructure. The
site servicing process takes about 8 to 12 months. Civil engineers ensure that designs are done and implemented to make
sure that all road infrastructure, storm water drains, systems
and sewerage systems are in place.
When all the groundwork has been completed it is at this
stage that the construction of the housing structure begins.
Foundations are dug, inspected and cast. Then the superstructures are erected to completion. This process is expected to take about one month. Thereafter processes of roofing,
plastering, plumbing and electricity wiring and painting are
done. Vital information from quantity surveyors is put into
use, like how much material will be needed to install houses
and services, and the costs involved, including labour costs.
Architects also supply information on what the houses will
look like, advice on what material to be used and cost estimations of the structures intended to be built.
In a project that is already running, it takes about fifteen
days to build a 40sqm house superstructure. Effective time
is spent in inspecting the house to ensure that it meets the
required quality standards before it is handed over to respective beneficiaries. Beneficiary processes are done well before

handover. Beneficiaries are
Currently, some of the
recruited through processpolicies and processes
ing of applications whereby
the successful ones are put
related to housing
in a beneficiary database or
beneficiary list by the mudevelopment create
nicipality. The municipality
unnecessary delays
does preliminary screening
by checking if all required
and bottlenecks,
beneficiary documents are
accurate and beneficiaries
for example,
whose documents are insuflengthy EIAs and
ficient are removed from the
database. The beneficiary
slow, complex
list is submitted to the proland development
vincial human settlements
office, where screening is
processes.
done to check if the beneficiaries have not benefited
before from the government
subsidy. Beneficiaries are
also allocated sites and each name is allocated an ERF number. Again, some beneficiaries get disqualified. Conveyancing
processes are done to register the landowners as legal tenants
and the beneficiary database is submitted to the title deeds
office in Cape Town which then issues title deeds to beneficiaries as proof of ownership. The title deeds office takes its
own time to prepare title deeds. The time that is supposed to
be taken is between 20 months to 2 years, taking into consideration inevitable factors.

Implications of Unnecessary Procedures and Policies
Currently, some of the policies and processes related to housing development create unnecessary delays and bottlenecks,
for example, lengthy EIAs and slow, complex land development processes (approval and subdivision). Apart from provincial and local government policies and processes, there
are some policies and processes from institutions (such as
the NHBRC) that also create delays (Human Settlements
Reference Group, 2005:19).
With the red tape involved in the process of an EIA, most
municipalities and developers find themselves spending a lot
of money and time on this process, which results in undue delays in the development of houses. For instance, the Nelson
Mandela Bay Municipality acknowledges that it previously
fell short of its target due to delays in project approval, EIAs
and performance challenges of contractors (www.sacities.
net).
Concerted effort on the part of both the Department of
Environmental Affairs and Tourism (DEAT) and the DLA
is required to achieve rationalisation of the two processes,
EIA and Township Establishment. Currently, DEAT is responsible for the EIA process, now regulated in terms of
the National Environmental Management Act’s (NEMA)
new EIA regulations. Planning authorisations for Township
Establishment are currently issued in terms of either the provincial town planning laws, dating back to before 1994, or
the 1995 Development Facilitation Act. The DFA was intended as an interim measure until a comprehensive overhaul
was done of the entire legal framework governing land development and land use planning. So far this overhaul has not
happened (Barrisford, Stephen et al, 2008: 35).
The process of finding land for housing projects is a huge
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challenge. Land for building
houses is increasingly becoming scarce in most urban areas
Land for
in South Africa. Current land
building houses
policies also make it quite difficult to get land in urban aris increasingly
eas. Municipalities do not have
coherent strategies for acquirbecoming scarce
ing land for housing, partially
in most urban
because they have been only
responsible for housing land
areas in South
acquisition since 2000 and
partially because of a disjuncAfrica.
ture between spatial plans and
housing strategies. Public land
is partially hard to acquire
(Human Settlements Reference
Group, 2005:17). The Department of Human Settlements
must review and realign legislative, policy and institutional
frameworks to fast-track availability and affordability of well
and appropriately located land for sustainable human settlements. Furthermore, the department needs to conduct land
audits of all parastatals and state-owned land in all provinces
and categorise it by type, appropriateness for residential use
and quality (serviced or not) and capture data on an effective
and accessible Geographical Information System (GIS).
The quality of contractors employed in the housing projects
is substandard. This contributes significantly to delays in the
completion of projects on time. This applies to all contractors, like surveyors, engineers and bricklayers. Consequently,
poor craftsmanship results in schedules running behind set
targets or completed work having to be redone. According

to the Sowetan newspaper, thousands of houses need to be
demolished. This is startling information about the magnitude of the mess around housing delivery. The Department
of Human Settlements has delivered more than 2.6 million
subsidised houses since 1994. But it is not clear how many
of these will be demolished and rebuilt as part of the government’s rectification of the housing subsidy programme. Since
2006, Gauteng has identified 80 648 houses for demolition.
Of these, 65 767 have already been rebuilt. The province
has a budget of R147 million to complete the project. The
Eastern Cape identified 20 000 subsidised houses that need
to be fixed or rebuilt. At least 1 506 houses have been targeted in the first phase of the project, which has a budget of
R100 million (Maphumulo Zinhle, Sowetan, 10/05/2009).

Conclusion
In conclusion, it is crucial to urgently review the time schedule planned for the pre-construction activities, like the feasibility studies. The entire process of feasibility study, environmental impact assessment studies and constructing a house
should probably take four months, but currently it can take
up about a year. The site servicing processes take far longer
than expected. Beneficiary screening at the Eastern Cape
provincial office at Bisho takes months, when it could take
about one month. It is a common tendency for the provincial office responsible for beneficiary screening to leave their
phones ringing endlessly unanswered. Communicating with
the department is a nightmare. It is pitiful that some beneficiaries die, mainly due to the HIV/Aids epidemic, before
houses are registered in their names; as a result, their families
lose the house because they do not have any title deed that
entitles them to the property.
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After the Communal Land
Rights Act: Land Management,
Power and Arrested Development
in Rural Eastern Cape
By Leslie Bank and Clifford Mabhena

Introduction

O

n May 11, 2010
SABC News
announced
a declaration by the
Constitutional Court
that the court had
found the Communal
Land Rights Act unconstitutional
and
therefore could not be implemented in its entirety. The court
found that there was inadequate consultation with communities and provincial structures prior to the adoption of the Act.
Communities from Kalkfontein and Dixie in Mpumalanga, as
well as Makuleke and the Makgabistat in the North West,
objected to the Act on the grounds it reconstituted apartheid
era community boundaries and entrenched existing tribal
structures. Furthermore, they argued that the Act would perpetuate insecurity of tenure by only titling the outer boundaries of communities and would undermine the ability of local
communities to control and manage land. Academics such as
Cousins (2008), Smith, (2008), Murray and Stacey (2008)
stated that the Act did not take into account the issue of ‘living customary law’ practices on the ground and sidelined ordinary citizens and public rural voices in the process. Justice
Ngcobo concluded that parliament had followed an incorrect
procedure in enacting the Act, and granted the application
for leave to appeal.
In response to the judgement, the Minister of Land Affairs,
Gugile Nkwinti said that his Department would not contest
the judgement, but would revisit the law and formulate a
new Act. With CLaRA gone (or going), we need to ask what
potential effect or impact the absence of tenure reform in
communal areas might have on land management, political
authority and development in the Eastern Cape? How can
the new focus on rural development in the province and the
country, which has been prioritised over the past year, be
realised in the absence of clear laws and regulations governing the management and control of communal land?
In this paper we reflect on how CLaRA was received in the
Eastern Cape and on the consequence of the current impasse in relation to land management in communal areas.
We argue that, in contrast to the situation in the Northern
Province, there was considerable optimism in rural commu-

nities that CLaRA could improve land use management and
relieve some of the tension and conflict that exists between
traditional and elected authorities. Some of these communities were optimistic that CLaRA could drive forward rural
development if it was associated with clear plans for local
economic development, but now wonder what impact the
court’s decision will have on their lives.

CLaRA as Hope for Development
In 2008, the Fort Hare Institute for Social and Economic
Research completed a study on land management and use
across 35 traditional authorities and 14 local municipalities
in the Eastern Cape to assess the views of rural people on this
topic, and their readiness for
the role out of CLaRA. The
study was commissioned by
the National Department of
Local community
Land Affairs, but was not released for public consumpmembers and
tion because of the ongoing
municipal officials felt
court case. The findings
were based on the adminthat CLaRA offered
istration of questionnaires
to 2045 rural households as
some potential to
well as interviews with locurb the enormous
cal stakeholders, including
traditional authorities and
power that traditional
local municipal officials.
The study supports the
authorities wielded
court’s finding that there
over land allocation.
was limited consultation at
the local level concerning
the legislation and we found
that there was considerable
lack of knowledge about the Act in many of the communities
visited.
However, where communities were well informed there was
certainly not an unequivocal rejection of the law. Many
people expressed the view that CLaRA had the potential to
transform rural land management and governance in a positive direction and help to unlock development potential in
rural areas. One TA member from Qumbu said:
“CLaRA has taken too long to come, because I would
like to apply for a title deed for my land so that I can
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use it as security for my investments and seek loans. I
know that government will pay for the outer boundary
titling and individuals then can apply and pay for their
homesteads; I am prepared to pay whatever charges
are required. We read in the media that other communities were contesting CLaRA, but in our community
we saw it as a step in the right direction to allow people
to have meaningful tenure security for their properties. How long should we remain in properties that do
not have value when it comes to issues of collateral;
banks do not recognise PTOs [Permission to Occupy
Certificates] as collateral,” he lamented pointing to
his two storey house in rural Qumbu.
Other community representatives also saw that CLaRA presented opportunities and possibilities to improve rural livelihoods and enhance security of tenure. Representatives outside of the tribal authorities expressed the view that CLaRA
had the potential to create
a fairer system of land allocation and could introduce ‘checks and balances’
The allocation of
to limit the power of chiefs
and headmen over land alresidential stands
location in communal areas.
The study found that across
to women often
the Eastern Cape traditional
depended on their
authorities dominated the
allocation and control of
marital status.
residential and arable land in
communal areas. In a survey
of 2045 households in 35 different traditional authority
areas in the former Transkei and Ciskei, 93% of households
said that chiefs or headmen were responsible for allocating
residential and arable land in their areas. Only 3% said that
land was allocated by ward councillors or other officials in
the local municipalities, and less than 1% that a local civic or
residence association did this work. When asked who in their
view should control the allocation of land in communal areas,
84% of households said that this should rest with traditional
institutions. 12% said local municipalities, civic bodies, government departments or village/ward representatives should
administer communal land.
When residents were also asked to respond to the statement
that ‘the current system for the allocation of land is fair and
works well’, 70% of households endorsed that statement,
while 10% were neutral and 20% disagreed. Moreover, the
research showed that 74% of the 2000-odd households interviewed has been allocated their residential and arable plots
through the tribal authority structures, 23% inherited their
plots and the remaining 3% either bought or rented them.
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The scenario depicted here indicates that over 90% of households have accessed the land on which they live through traditional authorities. The fact that less than 1% of the land
was allocated by local municipalities is indicative of the limited role they still play in communal land access, allocation
and administration. It is not surprising then that the traditional leaders we spoke to regard the allocation of land in
their areas as an incontestable right, something that they felt
was non-negotiable.
In this context it is also quite understandable that local community members and municipal officials felt that CLaRA offered some potential to curb the enormous power that traditional authorities wielded over land allocation. Discussions
with community residents found that while the current
system of land allocation was widely accepted, households
wanted to cut out corruption and the abuse of power. Many
supported the idea of the proposed CLaRA land committees,
because they viewed these as places to which they could go to
report irregularities or unfair land administration practices.
Residents also felt that these committees could play a role in
formalising title by giving them some certificate or letter indicating that they had rights to the land on which they lived
and were entitled to stay there. Municipal officials, on the
other hand, saw CLaRA as a means through which they could
gain greater control of land administration in rural areas and
extend their political influence. They complained that their
lack of control of land administration in rural areas inhibited
their ability to deliver development. Community leaders and
chiefs dismissed these claims, saying that such complaints
were just a feeble excuse for the non-delivery of services.
At the household level we found a strong demand for greater
security of tenure. The study showed that security of tenure
was not generally under threat in communal areas and that
there was a very high level of residential stability in most of
the communities surveyed. About 73% of the households interviewed said that they had always lived in the village or
settlement they were in, while a further 12% had grown up in
another village in the same tribal authority area. Data from
TA interviews indicated that ‘outsiders’ were generally only
granted access to residential plots if they can provide a letter
of recommendation from their chief or headman in the area
from which they came. In many TAs families seeking land
were expected to offer a beast as ‘a token of appreciation’
(urhafa) to stimulate the negotiation process with traditional
leaders (mostly headmen).
In this context, many households expressed a desire for some
form of individual or family title to the land they occupied.
The study found that only 5% of households in the sample
had a title deed, 34% had Permission to Occupy (PTO) certificates from the authorities and a further 20% had a letter

(or authorisation other than a PTO) giving them the right to
occupy land. As a result, fully 40% of the residents on communal land in the Eastern Cape have no written proof that
they have a right to occupy the land on which they live, while
a further 20% had “letters”, which were not necessarily legally binding. Many households therefore wanted their rights
to land to be formalised and felt that CLaRA was a means
through which this could be achieved.
Community members suggested that higher levels of community representation were desirable and had the potential
to create a more open and consultative process of land allocation. They viewed the formation of Traditional Councils as
a positive development, and improvement on the status quo,
which could gradually extract land management away from
small groups of chief and their advisors. Indeed, it was found
out that the chief’s handpicked advisors (amaphakathi)
were very influential in matters of land allocation. It was
hoped that the formation of Land Committees would break
the power of the amaphakathis. However, in the absence of
the implementation of CLaRA, older systems of land allocation, which were criticised at the village level, remained
unchanged.
In general, most rural villagers believed that traditional authorities should continue to play a central role in the allocation of land. Few expressed the view that land allocation
should be handed over to democratic institutions, such as local municipalities or to other structures that excluded chiefs
and headmen from playing a central role. However, they
did claim that there needed to be mechanisms where chiefs
and headmen could be made to account for their decision
they made in relation to land allocation. They saw the idea
of creating Land Committee structures with a combination
of elected and appointed representatives as a good compromise, as a way to control the abuse of chiefly power.

Women’s Access to Land
Of the various groups consulted in rural areas, women were
the most vociferous in their demand for change in land management and allocation in rural areas. They expressed disappointment in the manner in which the Traditional Councils
have been constituted after 2003. They stated that, where
such Councils existed, they continued to marginalise women,
despite provisions for greater inclusion and representation. In
the new Traditional Councils 30% of the members are supposed to be women. They said that, while local men now
had more voice in local affairs through participation in such
Councils, women remained voiceless and powerless because
the only women elected to these structures were the wives
or associates of the local traditional leadership. They said
that they feared that this would be translated into exclusion
when it came to land allocation. One woman in Ntabankulu
stated that:
“It is my first time to hear about CLaRA and really I
feel this Act will not change anything, especially for
us single mothers. If it is true that the Act will allow
us to be allocated land on our own rights, not like now
where by a male relative should be a guarantor for you
to get a stand, I will support it. If it allows the present
system where male traditional leaders have the powers of allocating land, well it does not serve the situation for us single mothers.”

In the Gibisela area, the TA acknowledged that women attend traditional Council meetings but their participation in
deliberations is limited because of “traditional customs”. In
this TA, members partake in trivial deliberations in the presence of women and, after the official closure of the council
meeting, male TC members remain behind to make final decisions on important issues.
In some TCs in Mpondoland women were excluded entirely.
The argument made there was that women are not, traditionally, at liberty to question decisions of men in issues pertaining to customs and norms. What was clear overall was
that men still dominate rural governance, including land
allocation and administration, despite the fact that women
constitute over 50% of the rural population. Lack of effective
participation at this level, some complained, was also having
a negative impact on women-initiated development projects,
which are often not supported by the traditional authorities.
At the local level, it was also found that the allocation of
residential stands to women often depended on their marital
status and this varied from TC to TC. In most TCs married
women were not allocated residential land in their own right.
Married women were regarded as part and parcel of the male
household and denied access to a separate plot for their own
use. In almost all TCs, married women ‘accessed’ residential
land through their spouses. An iphakathi in one TC even related the practice of allocating a site to a married woman to
divorce by saying: “Hayi asizoze simnike umafazi othstileyo
inxiwa lakhe, kaloku loo nto ingathetha ukuba siqhawula
umthsato.”
Allocation of residential
land to unmarried women
Local community
also varied from TC to TC.
Chiefs differed in their apmembers and
proach to the allocation of
municipal officials felt
land to these women. Some
chiefs accepted the need for
that CLaRA offered
women to independently acsome potential to
cess land, while others were
more resistant to the idea.
curb the enormous
One headman noted that
the practice of giving land
power that traditional
to women is new and they
authorities wielded
are still in the process of
learning to accept it, hence
over land allocation.
there is no consensus even
within the TC. He stated
that: “Kusenzima ke bantu
bakarhulumente kwezinye
iibhodi apha kwezilali zethu ukuyamnkela into yokunika
oomama ingakumbi amantombi umhlaba, kodwa ke kule
yam ilali sivumelene ukuba simnike umntu nokuba yintombi
nje ukuba uneminyaka eyi 18 kwaye uyasebenza.”
In areas where SANCO structures existed or still exist, it was
found that women generally had acquired land more easily
- as well as other rights. However, in some of these areas
women were allocated smaller pieces of land than their male
counterparts. In most of the former Transkei areas, unmarried women had access to land provided they had children. In
addition these women were required to approach the traditional structures accompanied by male relatives who it is assumed would act as guarantors. In the real sense these male
relatives actually negotiate on their behalf. As indicated by
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ate jobs and rebuild the agricultural economy.” Another man
explained that:

TCs and our own observations, on the whole women are passive listeners in TC and other TC structures’ meetings, rather
than active players. There were very few instances where single women without children had access to land in TC areas.
Access to arable land by women also depended on where and
with whom they stayed.
Traditionally, single women staying at their parents’ home
can benefit from the family arable land through common cultivation. However, if the woman has her own residential land,
she is free to apply for arable land following community rules
set for this purposes. For instance, in some TCs for one to
get arable land irrespective of gender one is obliged to have
stayed for at least three years in the TC area. In others, a
person allocated residential land is automatically allocated
arable land. One chief noted, “Siyayinika intombi enabatwana umhlaba side siyinike nentsimi ukuze ilime kubekho
ukutya kokondla abantwana, kodwa siyoyika ukunika umhlaba intombi engenabantwana inxiwa kuba kaloku ingasuke
ihlalise amadoda abantu kuloo
mzi kubekho iingaxabona ke.”
Literally translated that means:
“We give land to women with
CLaRA is equally
children - both residential and
capable of unlocking
arable land - so that they can
grow food for the children and
old apartheid
themselves. We are sceptical of
giving land to unmarried womstructures and
en/single women without chilcreating new
dren because they may cause
social problems in the villages.”
possibilities for
Chiefs, therefore, maintain that
they have reasons not to give
development.
land to unmarried women and
one reason often mentioned
was that of safeguarding the
communities.

Two Bulls in One Kraal, or a Bull and a Lamb?
In the discussion of CLaRA we also found that a lot of criticism was also levelled against local and district municipalities.
Village residents stated that CLaRA was meant to bring new
development and they supported that idea, but wondered
how that development would come in the absence of clear
land use and development plans at the municipal and district
level. One man explained: “What is the use of reform in land
tenure when no-one seems to have any idea what the reform
will achieve in terms of development. We need development
plans for the TAs before tenure reform becomes meaningful,
we need to know what forms of land tenure are going to cre-
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“Each family wants to get land to live and this is done
through the chiefs and headmen. We are happy for
the chiefs and headmen to allocate this land as long
as they do not discriminate and give all the best land
to their relatives and exclude others. Women are demanding land, but not everyone is getting it. There is
a need for more transparency in this. But if we talk
about development, about jobs, factories, brickwork,
timber yards and farms, chiefs cannot manage this
process. They must work together with the Local
Municipalities (LM) and the development agencies. This is not taking place. I am disappointed that
CLaRA is not being implemented because it would encourage development. It would force the authorities
to define the development priorities for each TA and
each municipality.”
The findings from the CLaRA study clearly revealed that
relationships between traditional authorities and elected
councillors are fraught across the Eastern Cape and numerous examples of competition and conflict between the two
institutions were recorded, especially in the way they viewed
development in the rural areas. LMs and their sub-substructures saw themselves as the ones mandated by the National
and Provincial governments to deliver services to communal
areas. They argued that LMs and their upper tier District
Municipalities (DMs) had the mandate to provide services,
such as water and sanitation, electricity, roads and other
infrastructural and social facilities within their municipal
boundaries. On the other hand, traditional leadership structures argued that LMs are not delivering services and suggested a re-think in their roles as providers of services. They
felt aggrieved that they were not properly consulted when
municipalities came into the villages. Traditional leaders demanded more powers to preside over development activities
in their areas. They demanded a larger role in process of rural
service delivery. They argued that they could mobilise communities at the local level and ensure that local communities
were mobilised around service delivery and that there was effective participation in this process.
Local municipalities felt the resistance from tribal authorities
and often avoided intervention in certain traditional areas as
a result of this. Where they were involved there was often
conflict over the form and nature of development interventions and the issue of slow or non-delivery. Some local municipality officials claim that they avoid the communal areas,
because negotiating development there is an ‘uphill battle’.
They argue that delivery targets are impossible when tribal
authorities will not cooperate. Ward committees were blamed
for their failure to spearhead local development. They lack
capacity and most of them work as volunteers. One striking
feature of failure of local government in the Eastern Cape is
that elected local government representatives pay allegiance
to their political parties rather than the electorate. At LM
level, development has been frustrated and will continue to
suffer, because of a lack of capacity and inexperience in institutional organisational development. High staff turnover and
political interference in municipal activities has had a negative impact in the development agenda of these institutions.
One respondent stated: ‘These new municipalities here in the
former Transkei are inept, they can do nothing, because they

have no capacity and are corrupt.” He went to say: “These
are not proper, functioning democratic structures, they are
more like corrupt tribal authorities in town.”
Another criticism levelled against municipalities that there
are no clear development plans and priorities for the rural
areas. “How can you have land tenure reform,” one community leader explained, “without broader development
plans and proposals? The main reason for tenure reform, as
I understand, is the need for investment and development in
communal areas, but without any proper development, it is
difficult to know what development can be achieved through
CLaRA.” Many of our informants said that CLaRA would
be beneficial, because it would force local authorities and
traditional authorities to start working together in the rural
areas. “The LMs don’t care about the rural areas, they just
look after the people in town,” he said. “When they come
into our areas they are arrogant and do not consult, but
just inform us about what has been decided,” he continued.
While some local authorities saw CLaRA as a way to begin
to exercise more control of the land in rural areas, there was
a fairly common belief that the implementation of CLaRA
would help to bridge the gap between traditional authorities
and local municipalities, because it would create a framework
for co-operation.

Conclusion
By compressing research findings from interviews in 35 traditional authorities areas in the Eastern Cape into a short
article there is always the risk that local dynamics and regional differences get lost. Many might say that the political
history of the former Transkei and Ciskei are so very different
and that traditional authority structures are much weaker in
the latter area. We found this to be the case, but it was also
noted that in a number of areas where civics or resident’s associations had allocated land in the 1980s, traditional leaders
had once again taken over this role. The power of traditional
leaders in the province has also been shored up the consolidation of an increasingly powerful provincial house of traditional leaders. In the former Transkei, the liberation movements
always struggle to make inroads in rural communities, where
chiefs often resisted their presence. In the Bantustan era
there were also very few areas where traditional leaders were
progressive and opened up opportunities for democratic organisation. The legacy of this history is still felt today. Thus,
while the responsibility for development planning lies with
local municipalities, traditional leaders exercise tight control
over land allocation and administration in communal areas.
People who live in these areas do not contest that traditional
authorities have a critical role to play in land allocation, but
they also welcomed the possibility of some external agencies
monitoring the way land was managed. The creation of land
committees through CLaRA with broader representation at
the community level seemed like a good idea to many we
spoke to as it seemed like a way to introduce checks and balances in the way traditional authorities operated.
In general, people felt that CLaRA would be a positive de-

velopment because it would help to achieve the following:
(1) reduce the power that chiefs, headmen and their advisors
over land allocation, (2) allow families and households to
confirm household or family title to land in communal areas,
(3) create a framework for better cooperation and interaction between municipalities and traditional authorities, and
(4) force government to start to develop meaningful land use
and development plans for rural areas. For many rural communities in the Eastern Cape, CLaRA, while far from perfect,
was widely seen as a step in the right direction. It was viewed
as a pro-development move that could bring positive change.
However, the research also demonstrated that the newly
created Traditional Councils, where traditional leaders and
community members served on the same councils together,
did not work as intended, because traditional leaders ensured
that only their close
allies came onto the
councils. The danger of
CLaRA structures being
Many informants said
hijacked by traditional
that CLaRA would
authorities and only
serving tribal narrow
be beneficial, because
interests was always
there. However, it seems
it would force local
that CLaRA was equally
authorities and
capable of unlocking old
apartheid structures and
traditional authorities
creating new possibilities for development.
to start working

together in the rural
In the end, it seems that
with CLaRA shelved and
areas.
with no immediate prospect of it being replaced
with a new law, we are
back to the bad old days
in the communal areas, where chiefs completely dominate
land allocation and administration. Chiefs and headmen in
the Eastern Cape will be ecstatic that the law has been set
aside because it means that, at least as far as land management is concerned, it business as usual for the foreseeable
future.
Leslie Bank and Clifford Mabhena work at the Fort Hare Institute of
Social and Economic Research
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Creating a Better Life For All Through
Informal Settlement Upgrading
By Kate Tissington and Lauren Royston

In the midst of current debates
about access to information and
media freedom, there are important political developments happening around another vital part
of South African society. And no,
it’s not National Health Insurance
or public sector wages (although
these are critically important).
We’re talking about the upgrading
of informal settlements.

- a forum of public sector practitioners where lessons can
be learnt and capacity building can take place. The NUSP’s
support will also come in the form of policy refinement and
technical assistance.

According to Statistics South Africa, as of mid-2009 13.4%
of households in South Africa lived in informal dwellings.
There are over 2 700 informal settlements in the country,
comprising approximately 1.2 million households. In spite of
a progressive Upgrading of Informal Settlements Programme
(UISP) being in the National Housing Code since 2004, informal settlements in South Africa have been characterised
as sites of illegality for too long and shack-dwellers have
been treated in a heavy-handed and undignified manner.
In recent months Hangberg residents, and members of the
shack-dweller movements Abahlali baseMjondolo (AbM)
and Landless People’s Movement (LPM), have experienced
this treatment in Cape Town, Durban and Johannesburg respectively.

As a result, communities living in informal settlements need
to be “on the list” or “in the IDP” if they are to have any
hope of upgrade in the foreseeable future (or at least the five
year term of office, which is the planning horizon of municipal plans). If they are not, then there are no other options as
they are unable to participate in the residential property market. Unless people register on a housing demand database (a
new name for a housing waiting list) and wait patiently for
their name to come up, they are identified as queue-jumpers
at best and very often as illegal.

A far cry from the ‘eradication’ discourse that has unfortunately characterised informal settlement approaches in the
past, the UISP in fact highlights the importance of assisting
people where they are i.e. in situ, and expressly states that
relocation is a last resort to be undertaken only in exceptional circumstances on a voluntary and co-operative basis.
This is the message that the National Upgrading Support
Programme (NUSP), a partnership between the National
Department of Human Settlement (NDHS) and the Cities
Alliance to support the implementation of the informal
settlement upgrading programme, is seeking to reinforce
through inter alia the creation of a ‘community of practice’
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It is at the municipal level that pressures are most acutely
felt, and here too where the planning for development takes
place, including identifying informal settlements for upgrade
and setting targets for delivery using municipal planning instruments - integrated development plans (IDP) and their
associated ‘housing chapters’, or housing sector plans.

Reality, as always, is complex. Implementation of the informal settlement upgrading programme has been slow or
ill-conceived, and plagued by various obstacles not least the
lack of capacity at the local level as well as political will to
do incremental in situ settlement upgrading for poor people
on what is often well-located land. Further, the identification of informal settlements for upgrade is often the subject
of much less obvious processes than the rational allocation
of resources and participative planning methodologies envisaged in policy. The question of access - of being on the list,
or in the IDP - is not new, but it was recently reinforced at
a workshop held in Johannesburg organised by LANDfirst, a
network of civil society organisations advocating a pro-poor
approach to land access that emphasises incremental development, and the Socio-Economic Rights Institute of South
Africa (SERI).

This event brought together community-based organisations, NGOs, social movements, lawyers and academics
working in various ways on informal settlement upgrading
and managed land settlement across the country. These
included representatives from the Informal Settlement
Network (ISN), Landless People’s Movement (LPM),
Shack/Slum Dwellers International (SDI), Isandla Institute,
Development Action Group (DAG), Community Resource
Centre (CORC), Webber Wentzel, Legal Resources Centre
(LRC), Lawyers for Human Rights (LHR), Mvula Trust,
Planact,
Urban
LandMark,
Afesis-corplan, Eversheds, Built
Environment Support Group
Many informants
(BESG) and others. And the issue
of informal settlement identificasaid that
tion, of being on the list, was givCLaRA would
en a new emphasis because of a
shift in our development context.

be beneficial,
because it
would force
local authorities
and traditional
authorities to
start working
together in the
rural areas.

Earlier in the year we heard
President Zuma, Minister Sexwale
and Minister Molewa talk about
the government’s plan to provide tenure and services to 400
000 households by 2014. This is
central to President Zuma’s signature outcomes-based approach
to service delivery. Recently, the
delivery agreement for outcome 8
- sustainable human settlements
and improved quality of household life - signed between Zuma
and Sexwale has entrenched this
objective. In November, Sexwale
signed delivery agreements with

his nine MECs, and the process of identification of informal
settlements for upgrading is to be finalised in due course.
For the organisations at the LANDfirst/SERI workshop, a
priority question was about how the process for the identification of informal settlements for upgrading is taking place.
Transparency, flexibility and the involvement of organised
community organisations, social movements and other civil
society groups should be critical to this process. The workshop identified the need to create a national platform for
discussion on informal settlement and land access issues, as
well the need to bridge the gap between community needs
and technocratic ‘delivery.’ A call for dialogue between all
parties, and enhanced collaboration between different roleplayers on the ground, was articulated. We need to identify
and learn from a range of ‘good practice’ happening throughout the country, in order to replicate it at scale.
The political space being created by current developments
is welcomed by civil society organisations, who have consistently campaigned in various ways for the implementation of
the upgrading programme over the years.
But we cannot afford to make the same mistakes again. The
creation of equitable towns and cities which provide dignity and quality of life for all inhabitants is not a pipedream;
however it requires the collective buy-in and energy of local
government officials, communities, social movements, planners, engineers, and NGOs.
This could not be truer at this point in our democracy, especially with local government elections set to take place early
next year.
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Creating Integrated
Public Spaces
By Ronald Eglin

T

he creation of good public
spaces has huge potential to
help us transform our settlements and society.
Public spaces, in the general sense
as used in this article, are any spaces (indoors and outdoors) where the
public has some form of access. It
includes spaces owned by municipalities, such as streets, public car
parks, municipal markets, public
transport interchanges, municipal and community halls and
sports fields, waterfronts, parks, etc.; and owned by various
government structures, like school buildings and sports fields,
clinics, libraries, post offices, police stations, etc.; as well as
spaces owned by the private sector, like churches, shopping
centres and sports stadiums.
Public spaces are social spaces; they are the spaces where
people interact and mingle with each other. They are spaces
where parents socialise and grandparents gossip; where children play, lovers court, and students learn. They are the spaces where communities can celebrate national sporting victories and mourn the passing of a local celebrity.
Public spaces can also contribute to community economic
development. If public spaces are good, people will want to
be in them; pedestrian activity will be high, with high densities of customers attracting private sector investment into
neighbouring properties, thereby further attracting higher pedestrian movement and creating a virtuous circle. Space for
smaller informal traders and community projects can also be
set aside within these spaces.
Public spaces help neighbourhoods develop a sense of community and identity; they can differentiate one neighbourhood
from another. Different spaces can start to reflect the character and identity of the local people who use that space.
Public spaces can significantly help to build bridges between
different income, cultural and race groups. If they are strategically located between neighbourhoods and accommodate a
range of activities that cater for different tastes and needs,
public spaces can help create the rainbow nation we are so
proud of.
Public spaces are not living up to this potential. They are often places of grime and crime, where residents are scared to
venture. Some public spaces are overcrowded and noisy, others are underused and dangerous. Many actually push private
investment away. One public space usually looks just like the
next - dreary and boring. Public spaces are often located within a neighbourhood dominated by a specific income or racial
group. People from other income and/or racial groups often
32
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do not feel ‘welcome’ in such areas. Residents from a higher
income area do not feel the need to visit areas frequented by
poorer sectors of society. Conversely, the poor also often feel
unwelcome in expensive shopping centres and gated communities of the more wealthy.
This article makes two suggestions for how public spaces can
be promoted, one at the scale of local blocks and streets, and
the other at the scale of broader neighbourhoods.

Local Pocket Parks
In the Xhosa cultural tradition, there are many events marked
by households from weddings, funerals, coming of age ceremonies, birthdays, graduations, etc., that usually occur in the
(rural) homestead - or Ikhaya - of the affected family. Often
tents are erected to accommodate all the people involved. In
more urban contexts where space is limited, these events often have to spill over into the street or be moved to a nearby
community hall or space that is often not close to the house
of the affected family.
Consideration needs to be given to the creation of smaller
‘pocket’ parks that are embedded within neighbourhoods, say
every three or four blocks, where such cultural events can take
place and where the local neighbourhood can interact. These
parks can be used by the local community as an extension of
their households. They can be places for children to play and
for social interaction. The urban house - or Indlu - can start
to become an urban home - Ikhaya - that becomes more than
just a building where one stays but becomes a phycoligical
space or home where one lives.
Funding for such spaces can be obtained by allocating a small
portion of each household’s housing subsidy towards a ‘neighbourhood’ subsidy. In other words, housing (or settlement)
projects would include a neighbourhood grant component on
top of the existing services and housing components. Where
possible the community should decide how to spend this
neighbourhood component.
The municipality would be responsible for the maintenance of
these spaces in consultation with local residents associations
and ward committees. The local community can be drawn in
to help secure and maintain these spaces. Pocket parks do not
have to be expensive, all that is required to start a pocket park
is to set aside some land, plant a few trees and maybe erect
a small fence. After all, many local soccer matches rely only
on a small piece of open space and a pile of shoes to mark the
goal posts.

Neighbourhood Centres
We should be using public spaces to build communities and
build settlements. The way that spaces are designed can be

used to re-structure settlements. Public spaces should be
spaces of integration and not of segregation. They should be
spaces where people want to be and feel welcome. As a country we need to invest far more in our public spaces so as to
contribute to social cohesion. We can’t use public spaces to
force people to be together, but we can use them to make it
easier for people to interact.
Neighbourhood centres are destinations where people naturally gather. They do not have to be a single building or a
single park. They can be the size of a few blocks where public
investment (e.g. in community halls, taxi interchanges, municipal markets, etc.) is focused and crowded into neighbourhoods. Neighbourhood centres are in effect bundles of public
(and private) spaces clustered together. These neighbourhood centres can become like a ‘great place’ or an iKomkhulu. In rural areas the Ikomkhulu is the home of the chief and
his family, where traditional councils and courts gather and
where imbizo’s or general community meetings and celebrations are held. They function as a home for everyone in the
village. Ikomkhulu are often located on the edge or beginning
(gateway) to a village where outsiders and passersby can
access the space. Within neighbourhood centres, halls and
open space can be set aside and used for general community
meetings - or imbizo’s - and other significant events.

Concepts like business (or neighbourhood) improvement
districts, where rates collected from surrounding identified
businesses and residents is reinvested in maintaining and improving the public spaces in that area, need to be explored
for the management and maintenance of such spaces. Other
ideas like twinning ‘higher income’ neighbourhood centres to
‘lower income’ centres should also be explored as a form of
income redistribution ensuring that all ‘great places’ - in low
and higher income areas - are well maintained.

Neighbourhood centres - or great places - need to become
destinations where people want to go and be seen. They need
to become places where the private sector wants to set up
businesses. They are a form of decentralised central business
district that is scattered throughout an urban area.
Such ‘great places’ need to be linked into a network of public
transport (e.g. bus, train and taxi) routes and nodes, with
the interchanges between transport types (e.g. from pedestrian to taxi or from train to bus) providing the pedestrian
movement needed for the continued success of such centres.
These neighbourhood centres could be located every 700 metres or so, so that residents in the area are able to access a
public transport node within an easy walking distance.
Those neighbourhood centres that are promoted need to be
those that help integrate rather than separate different neighbourhoods. Neighbourhood centres can become ‘knuckles’ or
nodes between previously separated neighbourhoods.
In the past, many neighbourhood centres were located at the
centre of a racially or income defined neighbourhood. They
were introverted in the sense that they served a specifically
defined grouping. The neighbourhood centres of the future
need to become more extroverted in nature, drawing their
users from a broader catchment of different groupings.
There are some government programmes that look at investment in public spaces, like the Neighbourhood Development
Partnership Grant from National Treasury and the Municipal
Infrastructure Grant from the Department of Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs. The Department
of Human Settlements also has its Social and Economic
Facilities Grant. There are also a range of other grants from
different departments dealing with post offices, parks, taxi
and bus interchanges, etc.
The key for using all these grants to restructure our settlements is to ensure that this state investment is crowded into
strategically identified focus areas - or neighbourhood centres - thereby creating ‘great places’.
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New Thoughts on Land Management

Balancing Public and Private
Rights to The Commons
By Ronald Eglin

A

ccess to land is a birthright
- it’s needed for survival.
There is, however, only a
fixed amount of land on this planet.
More land cannot and is not being
made.
The preamble to the South African
constitution states that “(w)e, the
people of South Africa, ... (b)elieve
that South Africa belongs to all
who live in it, united in our diversity.” This can be interpreted to mean that we all ‘own’ South
Africa’s land collectively.
The constitution goes on to say in the property clause of the
Bill of Rights (section 25) that:
“No one may be deprived of property except in terms of law
of general application, and no law may permit arbitrary deprivation of property”; and
“The state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources, to foster conditions
which enable citizens to gain access to land on an equitable
basis.”
Achieving these multiple rights requires a balancing act between protecting the property rights of those that already
have land; helping those who don’t have land to get land;
and managing the land for the benefit of all who live in the
country.
Almost all land in the country has been claimed by someone or some group. Those without land find it difficult to
access land as they have to buy it from those with land. In
economics, when you have a limited supply of a good with a rising
demand, this increases the price of
that good - land in this instance.
One way to

address the
challenge
of securing
land for those
without land is
to view land as a
commons.
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What this leads to is that those
with land get richer; and those
without get poorer. The rich make
money from increases in land prices; and the landless - who are not
on this landed property economic
growth ladder - fall further behind,
increasing land and economic inequality. As a country, we seriously need to confront our landed
inequality if we are to address our
economic and other inequalities.
One way to address this challenge
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of securing land for those without land is to view land as a
commons. A commons is something that belongs to everyone
to use and enjoy. It is a ‘shared gift’ we have received from
nature (like natural resources, the electromagnetic spectrum,
etc.), or we have received from the past (like languages, culture, the market, etc.). We have not created or earned this
gift ourselves, only built on what we have received from nature or previous generations. We also ‘share’ this gift with
others in the community now and in the future. (1)
Water is a good example of how taking a commons approach
affects the management and use of this common resource.
According to the Water Act of 1998, no one in South Africa
can own any water. Water is effectively owned in common
by everyone, with the state acting as custodian of this water. Farmers, for example, are no longer guaranteed the right
to use water flowing over their land, like they were prior to
1998. To use water a person must get a licence from government. These licences are not transferable with the transfer
of land, meaning that new land owners must reapply for a
licence. (2)
When it comes to treating land as a commons, it may be a
bit difficult to make all land a commons like water now, given
our long history of private (and communal) land ownership
in South Africa. However, if we start thinking of land as a
commons - owned by everyone - then some interesting options open up for us in terms of making land accessible and
affordable for all.
This article will touches on three concepts that can be considered if we start to view land as a commons: a) Land Value
Capture, b) Land Tax, and c) Community Land Trusts.

Land Value Capture
The challenge for us as South Africans is to find a way to
balance the principle that ‘land belongs to all of us’ with the
principle that ‘land belongs to those individuals (or companies, or groups) who own it’. The concept of land value capture can help us address this challenge.
The broad logic behind land value capture is that if someone
wants to benefit from the exclusive use of a piece of land,
they are in effect barring others (the public/ society) from
benefiting from the use of this land. In order to justify this
private use of land, it is argued that these users or owners

should compensate society as a whole by paying a ‘fee’ of
some sort to ‘society’ for their exclusive use of this land. This
fee is then used for developmental purposes or to replace
other taxes like income tax and value added tax.
Land values increase for a number of reasons. The first is
when population numbers increase and there is an increased
demand for the land with a limited supply of land thereby
increasing land prices. Another way that land values increase
is when the government invests in new infrastructure (e.g.
a new road) that makes the area
around that infrastructural investment more desirable, thereby
The broad logic
increasing the value of this land.
behind land value Changes in zoning of land from
say residential to business can
capture is that if
also result in land value increases
as new more productive land uses
someone wants
are permitted on the land.

to benefit from
the exclusive use
of a piece of land,
they are in effect
barring others
from benefiting
from the use of
this land.

At the moment all increases in the
value of land accrue to the owner
of this land. If land is understood
as a commons, that balances private and public land rights, then
this land value increase can be
seen as an ‘unearned’ increment
for the private land holder. The
land value increase was created
not as a result of the land owner’s
actions, but rather as a result of
the actions of society and/or government.

Land value capture is the process of capturing this ‘unearned’
value so that it can be used for public purposes such as, for
example, building more schools and roads, and/or supporting the poor in their land and housing needs, that benefit
the public and society as a whole and not just a few private
individuals. It recognises the public right to land.
The following are a few examples of how this land value can
be captured:
• Taxing property owners on an on-going basis based on
the value of the land they own. (See the next section on
land taxes.)
• Charging a once-off levy that is payable on the sale of
the land (based on the value the land when sold) or on
the rezoning of the land (based on the effective increase
in value due to the change in land use).
• Introducing Inclusionary Housing mechanisms where,
for example, developers are required to develop a certain
percentage of houses (or community halls, etc.) on or off
their property as a condition of their development approvals; or they contribute towards a development fund
that is used by municipalities for development purposes.
• Allowing developers to develop at a higher density to
what is allowed in the town planning scheme for that
particular area on condition that they contribute to a
municipal development fund or include low income housing as part of the development.
• Supporting land swops or land consolidation and readjustment. Land swops are where the state acquires more
appropriate land for low income housing from the private
sector in return for another piece of land that the state
may own in another less appropriate area. Land consolidation and readjustment involves the state ‘consolidating’ a number of smaller private portions of land into one
larger development area, investing in roads and other infrastructure in this consolidated project area, and then
returning smaller portions of land to the original land
holders and using the surplus land for low income housing or other social purposes. This is possible because the
market value of the land (now serviced) is more than it
was when the land was un-serviced. (3)
It is important that once this ‘unearned value’ is captured by
the state or some other similar entity on behalf of society,
that this income is used for public goods like roads and parks
or for supporting the poor to access and develop their own
land. Decisions on how to spend captured value can be made
by government as part of their normal planning and budgeting cycles and/or made through some form of people’s budget where the general public as a whole decides how best to
spend this money.
A lot more research and capacity building is needed in South
Africa to draw people’s attention to the concept of Land
Value Capture - why it is used and how it can be implemented. From experience of the Development Action Group, in
its work on Land Value Capture with municipalities in the
Western Cape, they found that officials and councillors
had very little awareness and understanding of Land Value
Capture. (4)
It is also very likely that there will be a lot of resistance to
land value capture from those that are benefiting from the
status quo. This includes private land owners who are presently reaping land value increments due to rises in property
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values to which they have not contributed; and also from bureaucrats who are resistant to implementing new intervention strategies that require significant changes to the way
they are used to doing things. Many bureaucrats and politicians also fall into the first category of private land holders
benefiting from the status quo.

Land Tax
A property tax (also called rates in South Africa) is an annual
or monthly tax presently charged by local government based
on the value of the property. There are broadly three ways to
determine the tax charged on this property:
• Flat rates or improved value rating, where rates are calculated based on the value of the whole property - the
land and the improvements on this land like buildings
and infrastructure;
• Site value rating, where rates are based only on the value
of the land and do not take the value of any improvements into account; and
• Composite rating, where the rates are calculated separately based on both the value of the land and the value
of the improvements, with a higher percentage rate on
land compared to improvments.
The value of the land depends mainly on the locational characteristics of the land. Land that is well located in relation
to transport, jobs and shops, etc., tends to be more valuable than land that is located in a more peripheral location.
Natural features like views, slopes and agricultural soil quality also affect the value of the land. The value of the improvements can be based on, for example, replacement costs for
this improvement, taking wear-and-tear into account.
In South Africa, the Municipal
Rates Act of 2004 has effectively
forced all municipalities to calculate rates on the value of the land
and improvements combined
(i.e. improved value rating). The
logic at the time was probably to
have a uniform property rating
system across the whole country
and it was also felt that by calculating rates at full property value
the state would be able to collect
more rates from this higher combined value.

If tax was just on
the land, then
land owners
could make
significant
improvements
to their property
without this
affecting their
rates.

A disadvantage of the Improved
value rating approach is that
it discourages further development of properties, as any improvements made on the land
increases the value of the property and thereby the taxes.
If tax was just on the land, then land owners could make
significant improvements to their property without this affecting their rates. International experience has shown that
taxes on property (i.e. land and improvements) have led to
land speculation, where the land owner does not develop his/
her land; their land values then increase as the land becomes
more accessible to roads, schools, shops, etc., and the land
owner is able to sell this land at a high price thereby making speculative gains. This makes it difficult for lower income
households to access such land. (5)
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Consideration has been given in some areas, like the City of
Johannesburg, to increasing the tax on vacant land, thereby
encouraging land owners to develop or sell this land, because they would pay a higher tax for undeveloped land. (6)
Consideration also needs to be given to valuing land of different uses , for example, agricultural land within urban areas
at a lower value than business land in the same neighbourhood.
It is proposed that the whole municipal rates policy of South
Africa should be reviewed and serious consideration given to
allowing different municipalities to determine what form of
rates system they would like to use. The impact of municipalities using these different rating systems would need to be
carefully monitored so that lessons from these experiences
can be shared allowing the most appropriate rating system
for the South African to emerge.

Community Land Trusts
A Community Land Trust (CLT) is a legal structure where
the ownership of the land is separated out from the ownership of any improvements made to the land. CLTs, as specific legal entities, can be found in the United States and the
United Kingdom. Land Trusts as a broad concept are found
throughout the world.
Basically the trust owns the land and gives households (and
others, depending on the context) the right to occupy a particular portion of land owned by the trust. The trustees of the
Trust act as custodians of the land. The founding documents
of the trust outline the rules for how the trustees govern the
trust, and they can also specify the relationship between the
trust and the users of the trust’s land. These rules and relationships can take many forms, ranging from the trust leasing the land to users, to situations where the user of the land
has rights to improve and sell improvements to the land.
The idea behind CLTs is to remove the locational value of
the land from any land transfer transaction. People using the
land would effectively ‘own’ the improvements to the land,
and have the right to sell these improvements, but would not
own the land which stays with the trust.
Community Land Trusts are, therefore, able to keep the price
of buying a house from a CLT low for low income households. Unlike rental housing, they also provide an incentive
for households to make their own improvements on the land,
as they are able to trade in the value of the top structure.
It is very important that households moving into a CLT understand that when they leave the trust they will not be able
to take out any value accrued as a result of the locational
advantages of the land. Land in this case does not become
an asset or investment with which to trade and move up the
property ladder. For the poor, however, CLTs provide a valuable opportunity to keep prices of houses low, especially in
well located areas, where locational advantages would push
prices up making these properties unaffordable for the poor.
The concept of land trusts can also be used in the agricultural sector (and conservation sector), where for example a
trust owns agricultural land, and then enters into a long-term
lease or some other arrangement with the farmer (or farmers) to make use of the land or portions of the land (e.g. in a
community garden context) for agricultural purposes. Rules
are created that govern the relationship between the trust

there is no one to take over a property (e.g. in death and
where family members have all moved away) there will usually be someone from the broader extended family who will
take over responsibility for management of that home.
A detailed investigation into the suitability of Community
Land Trusts to provide a mechanism to separate out the
ownership of land and the ownership of improvements, and to
make housing more affordable, is long overdue in the South
African context. Case studies looking at how limited equity
housing co-operatives, Communal Property Associations,
and other similar structures could incorporate many of the
features of Community Land Trusts need to be conducted.
A decision on whether there is a need to create a new legal
entity, along the lines of the Community Land Trusts found
in the United States and United Kingdom, or use existing
legal structures already found in South African law can only
be made after careful consideration of these case study findings.

Conclusions
and the users, that addresses issues like what happens when
a farmer invests her own money on trust land.
There are no CLTs in South Africa, but there are a few examples where there have been some attempt to separate out
the ownership of the land and the ownership of top structures. Communal Property Associations (CPAs) are one such
example, where the CPA owns the land on behalf of members
of the Association and rules are developed to deal with what
rights members of the Association have to the land, including
what rights they have to sell improvements.
The limited equity housing co-operative model piloted by
Afesis-corplan in the Amalinda co-operative settlement project in East London is another example where an attempt was
made to separate out land values from the value of the improvements to the land. The idea being that when a household leaves a limited equity housing co-operative the incoming person (who is identified from a waiting list - not through
a willing seller willing buyer arrangement) pays the outgoing
person for the value of the improvements alone, not taking
into account any increases in value due to land location factors. In this way, households are compensated for investments made to their house, while at the same time the houses
are kept affordable for incoming households who don’t have
to pay for the land. Unfortunately, however, due to problems
relating to allocation of beneficiaries to the original houses,
this pilot project has been unable to explore in more detail
this limited equity concept. (7)
The way that land is managed in rural communal areas also
has many similarities to the Community Land Trust model,
in that households are given rights by the local traditional
authority to occupy a certain piece of land and build their
own houses. However, in communal land areas, the transfer of property (that is land and/or improvements) between
households is just about non-existent, because in these areas
housing is valued for its social function of providing a home
for the extended family, and not for its economic function
of providing a tradable economic asset. In situations where

In summary, if we want to implement the ideas raised in this
paper, a good starting point would be for all role-players
to agree that viewing land as a commons provides a useful
framework within which to explore alternative and innovative
solutions to the land and housing challenge in the country.
The state and society can then explore mechanisms that:
• Capture ‘unearned’ income made by land owners when
they sell land (land value capture);
• Tax the land at a different rate to the value of the improvements (land tax); and
• Separate the ownership of the land from the ownership of the improvements to the land (Community Land
Trusts).
These land value capture, land tax and community land trust
concepts will not be implemented if there is no demand for
them from the ground up. Many powerful interested groups
are happy to see the status quo remain and will contest any
attempts to change the way that land is perceived and managed. It is up to civil society organisations concerned with
issues relating to public and private socio-economic rights to
work together, raising awareness amongst themselves and
amongst progressive forces within government and the private sector, to advocate and lobby for the changes necessary
to make these approaches work. It’s not going to be an easy
task, but we need to start somewhere.

Useful internet addresses:
•
•
•
•
•

• http://onthecommons.org/
• http://www.communitylandtrusts.org.uk/
http://www.earthrightsinstitute.org/
http://www.course.earthrights.net/
http://www.theiu.org/
http://www.henrygeorge.org/
http://www.progress.org/geonomy/index.html

References: 1 Peter Barnes, Capitalism 3.0, 2006 - downloadable for free from http://capitalism3.com/. 2. “Water Rights - the Cinderella of Property Sales”, Claire Tucker, (2004) http://www.bowman.
co.za/LawArticles/Law-Article~id~888894577.asp. 3. “Accelerating housing delivery through value capture”, Dr. Mercy Brown-Luthango, Transformer, April/May 2009, http://www.afesis.org.za/images/
stories/pdf/journal/April%20May%202009.pdf. 4. “Capturing Unearned Value/ Leakages to Assist Markets to Work for the Poor”, Dr. Mercy Brown-Luthango, Development Action Group, no date. http://
www.dag.org.za/docs/research/Mercy%20Brown-Luthango%20Paper%20for%20SLM.pdf. 5. “Land Rights and Land Value Capture - Long Form Brochure”, Earth Rights institute, undated, http://course.
earthrights.net/node/15. 6. “Municipal rates policies and the urban poor - How can municipal rates policies promote access by the poor to urban land markets?”, PDG and Isandla Institute for SA Cities
Network and Urban LandMark, October 2009, http://www.urbanlandmark.org.za/downloads/municipal_rates_policies_urban_poor.pdf. 7. http://www.afesis.org.za/Sustainable-Settlements-Articles/
housing-co-operatives-lessons-learned and http://www.afesis.org.za/Sustainable-Settlements-Articles/understanding-housing-co-operatives for more on housing co-operatives.
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Seminar Report: Reclaiming the Voice
of Civil Society in the Consolidation of
Democracy
Tracey-Lee du Plessis

hile setting the tone
of Afesis-corplan’s 4th
quarterly seminar for
2010, Peter Kimemia argued that
it is largely indisputable that civil
society organisations have a role
to play in the governance and development of a country. In South
Africa, the struggle against racial
segregation drew significant support from civil society formations
of various types, including faithbased organisations. However, post-1994 and especially in
the second decade of our democracy, although many CSOs
re-focussed on the economic and social transformation, away
from the outright agitation for political reforms, it would appear their influence on public policy and critical political decisions has waned quite significantly. Some blame co-option
into the ruling party machinery for the decline in the influence of civil society formations, others blame apathy, dwindling donor support, etc., as the key culprits. Granted, there
have been glimpses of aggressive engagement with the state,
especially from social movements (also occasional involvement of organised NGOs) in some policy debates, but few
civil society organisations engage consistently in policy processes and even fewer make a significant difference to policy
outcomes. Many seem to have lost their voice. There is need
to reclaim that voice and make a more impactful contribution to, especially, the task of eternal vigilance against the
re-emergence of autocracy through gradual emasculation of
the institutions of our democracy.

with, the new movements/ struggles” that emerged in “opposition to the policies of the ANC-run state.”

When the ANC was voted into power in 1994, a broad expectation existed that the “new ANC state would immediately begin to pursue a more socialist political party.” This
expectation was driven by various “unions and community
organisations since the mid-1980s, alongside the continued
‘socialist’ rhetoric of the ANC itself.” However, “instead of
supporting and strengthening the plethora of community/
civic organisations (along with progressive unions) that had
formed the backbone of the anti-apartheid struggle in the
1980s, ... the ANC called on all civic/community structures
to fold-up and become part of ANC branches or to join the
newly launched South African National Civics Organisation
(SANCO).”

A key question Mr Malachia Mathoho posed in his presentation begs serious contemplation: Who are current civil society organisations serving? Do they serve the donors who
make their projects possible, the communities they work in,
the government, or are they self-serving?

W

These, and many more, developments “meant that by the
mid-late 1990s the vast majority of what had constituted a
South African civil society rooted in broad working class politics and struggles, and which had sustained the hope of millions for an anti-capitalist transformation of South African
society, had effectively been smashed.” Because of the alliance with the ANC, COSATU and SACP “have, time and
again, shunned any meaningful support for, and solidarity
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Ultimately, the government did not liberate South Africa pre1994, civil society did, particularly unions, which was separate from politics. Liberation was essentially about changing the nature of society where ordinary people have a say in
governance at all levels. By 1994, the vibrant working class
civil society was absorbed into the structures of the emerging
political party.
As Dr Dale T. McKinley, an independent researcher, writer,
lecturer and activist stated, the challenge is to open civil society spaces again and to allow democratic participatory power. There is a need to re-mobilise, re-politicise and de-sanitise
civil society; civil society needs to reclaim its power.
Civil society organisations that were aligned to and supported the ANC pre-1994 found themselves in a tough spot
post-1994. They were very vocal in drumming up support
for social changes from grassroots level, and simultaneously
pledged their support to the actions of the ANC. But, when
the ANC came into power, civil society saw that the ANC
was not living up to their promises of, for example, free basic
services, and found themselves unable to criticise the political
party they had strongly supported before democracy. Hence,
civil society is still trying to find a way to express their views
without being labelled counter-revolutionary or as being a
rebel. Strategies by some sections of civil society, for example
NGOs, are sometimes criticised for supporting social movements in their reports on government’s lack of accountability
and service delivery.

Dr Annetia S. Heckroodt, director of Strategic Planning
Policy Research and Secretariat Services at the Eastern
Cape Department of Education, gave an overview of the
Eastern Cape Education Advisory Council and its role within the education sphere of the Eastern Cape. She stressed
that “meaningful citizen participation requires that all segments of the public have the opportunity to contribute to
the policy formulation process. If the public is to have an effective voice, ongoing means of facilitation participation is
required. Participatory mechanisms that provide the public
with real opportunities to affect the policy process must be
institutionalised. The statutory advisory councils meet the
requirements for this to occur.”
To find out more about the seminar and to read the papers
presented, visit www.afesis.org.za
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Next up @ Afesis
Afesis-corplan is pleased to announce that as from January 2011, the Transformer journal will be published quarterly
instead of bi-monthly, and from now on each issue will be much bigger in size with longer research articles, as requested
by our readership. You will therefore receive the Transformer four times a year, and it will still be jam-packed with
interesting, insightful, research-based articles; only twice as much as what you’re used to. Afesis-corplan is aiming to
distribute the journal in the middle of each quarter, so you can expect to receive your next copy of the Transformer
around 15 February 2011.
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